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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Introduction to the Study 

IdeaUy, museums have permanent, weU-documented coUections 

generated through field work, donation, or purchase. ReaHsticaUy, many 

museums are owners of undocumented coUections with Uttle or no 

provenience information. For many museum professionals and outside 

researchers, undocumented coUections are considered at the bottom of the 

hst for standard care and research (Fiirst, 1991; RusseU, 1978). 

Some of the least documented coUections found in American museums 

are those generated through archaeological field work and involve contact 

period artifacts (RusseU, 1978). By contact period is meant those sites 

reveaUng both Native American and European material culture. Also 

included in these undocumented and under-researched coUections are those 

consisting of historical materials fi*om approximately the last 100 years, 

especiaUy in the western frontier. These historical coUections contain such 

materials as broken ceramic sherds, glass fi-agments, and metal artifacts 

such as buUets, buckles, and naUs. Only a handful of in-depth research 

attempts have been made with historic coUections (e.g., Fontana and 

Greenleaf, 1962; Durrenberger, 1965; Brose, 1967; Jurney et al., 1988; Fox 



and Livingston, 1979; Clark, 1984). The majority of simUar coUections have 

gone unexamined within the museum setting. 

Although these coUections seem to hold less valuable research 

potential and tend to be at the bottom of the Ust for coUections care, many 

undocumented museum coUections, if cared for properly, can in fact possess 

vital research information. However, the only way to unlock their potential 

is through controUed coUections management and subsequent investigation 

of the artifacts and pubUshed reports. 

In today's museums, coUections management reUes heavUy on two 

concepts. One is the discerning and gathering of catalog information, 

including the accumulation of field notes, photographic documentation, and 

historical background associated with the materials and the site excavated. 

The second concept involves preventive conservation, where steps are taken 

to slow down deterioration. Inventorying, cleaning, stabiUzing, researching, 

documenting, packaging, and housing coUections in safe, environmentaUy 

sound conditions underHes both concepts (Getty Conservation Institute, 1994; 

Buys and Oakley, 1993; Schmiegel, 1988). 

In order for a coUection to be worthy of investigation, simple and 

practical information needs to be learned about the coUection such as 

provenience, types of materials, and time period used. This information is 

gathered through document research and initial inventorjdng of the 

coUection. Document research includes finding original field notes or 



historical investigations for simUar types of materials. The information 

gathered is used in the upgrading of the catalog information for the 

coUection. A complete inventory of the coUection also is undertaken. This 

inventory helps not only determine tjrpes of materials but also highUghts 

conservation concerns. 

In recent years, the concept of preventive conservation has gained 

more acceptance in the museum field. Preventive conservation includes 

controUing and regulating environmental factors (Craddock, 1992; Buck, 

1964) and eliminating or managing agents of deterioration (Michalski, 1992). 

Taking steps to control these factors are considered not on an object-by-object 

basis, but instead, on the basis of the entire coUection. Because many 

coUections are composed of different materials (e.g., glass, textUes, ceramic, 

wood), compromises must be made giving aU materials and objects the best 

possible environments, even if not necessarily the ideal for a particular 

artifact. Conservation is considered for individual artifacts when such 

conditions arise. Once control and stabiUty of the coUections is accompHshed 

through both gathering catalog information and preventive conservation, 

research potential of the objects can be examined. 

Research potential Ues in what the researcher is attempting to 

contribute to the field and can range from simple descriptions and regional 

comparisons (O'Brien, 1995; Hicks et al., 1994) to in-depth investigations 

focusing on the reconstruction of historic sites and buUdings (Fontana and 



Greenleaf, 1962; Fox and Cox, 1983; Jurney et al., 1988) to material science 

studies involving the materials and process of making the artifacts (Matson, 

1965). Depending on the type of coUection, the research of historical 

coUections can foUow several different avenues (South, 1977; Schlereth, 

1982). 

Goals and Obiectives 

The Hedwig's HiU CoUection is a classic example of an uncared-for, 

under-researched coUection within a museum setting. Generated in 1971, 

this coUection sat unprocessed within various storage conditions and 

faciUties of the Museum of Texas Tech University. In 1979, a portion of the 

CoUection was removed for conservation purposes. However, no work was 

ever completed and boxes fuU of artifacts were misplaced for 18 years before 

being relocated. During this time, artifacts were broken or destroyed 

through abuse and lack of care. Because of the current state of the coUection 

(disorganized, improperly housed), basic coUections management and simple 

preventive conservation procedures provide the basis for reestabUshing the 

integrity of this coUection. 

Processing the Hedwig's HiU CoUection and conducting research on the 

objects adds valuable information for the interpretation of the site and for 

historical data on the types of materials used during the time period (1855 to 

1930). Although rare, in-depth reports on historical materials from simUar 



houses (early western frontier settlements) have been conducted in San 

Antonio (Durrenberger, 1965) and Victoria County (Fox and Livingston, 

1979), Texas and at a farm house in Arizona (Fontana and Greenleaf, 1962). 

The main goal of this study is to bring the Hedwig's HiU CoUection 

under control. This goal is reached through implementing standard, 

managed care over the CoUection and gaining an understanding of the extent 

of the CoUection in terms of the kinds of materials, amounts of materials, and 

condition of materials. A second goal is to use the CoUection to demonstrate 

the potential for research of a coUection that had been uncared for previously. 

The first objective is the organization of the CoUection, both in regards 

to the existing documentation and material culture. AU documentation (i.e., 

field notes and photographic documentation) needs to be gathered and 

information gleaned from it that is relevant to the understanding of how 

materials were coUected and their provenience. The material culture wiU be 

processed and organized by using sound coUections management, including 

inventorying and cataloging. Organization of the CoUection makes it 

accessible to researchers and other interested parties, and readied for 

analysis. 

The second objective is the implementation of preventive conservation 

techniques enabUng the CoUection to be held at the Museum in perpetuity. 

Preventive conservation entaUs simple conservation procedures such as 

cleaning and repackaging aU artifacts in archivaUy-safe materials. Once the 



documentation is gathered, they also are archivaUy cared for and housed 

according to standard archival procedures ensuring that relevant materials 

are not lost. 

The third objective is an analysis of the ceramic materials generated 

through the archaeological work. The analysis wiU iUustrate the research 

potential of an inadequately documented and previously mistreated 

coUection. This analysis is used to identify ceramic preferences, (e.g., 

ironstone, porcelain), chronology of the occupation, and socioeconomic status 

of the occupants. Several features within the Hedwig's HUl property are 

included in the field work and, consequently, are represented in the 

CoUection. Six of these features (Martin's Cabin, KeUer's Store, CeUar, and 

three middens) are examined and compared to form the core of the artifact 

analysis. These areas are chosen as they represent different bmldings or 

locations that were known to have different functions. The CoUection is 

divided first by ware type and decoration technique and then by location (e.g., 

store, ceUar). Separation of sherds by ware types and decoration focuses 

attention on the preferences of occupants, whUe separation by location helps 

determine site chronology and use of specific areas. This type of analysis 

expands the knowledge of the site by not only providing descriptions of the 

types of wares found, but also discussing the preferences of German 

immigrants in the Texas HiU Country. 



German Settlement in Texas 

German immigration into Texas began in the 1820s when the territory 

was stiU under Mexico's control (Rippley, 1976). The earUest German 

settlement was founded by Baron von Bastrop on the Colorado River near 

Austin in 1823 (Jordan, 1966). Starting in the 1840s, a sizable influx of 

Germans began to appear in Texas through the efforts of a society formed by 

wealthy Germans to promote overseas colonization. The society, officiaUy 

caUed the Verein zum Schutze deutscher Einwanderer in Texas, and later 

known as the Aldelsverein, was responsible for transporting 7,380 Germans 

to Texas between the years of 1844 and 1847 (Rippley, 1976). 

The Society had two objectives: first was to estabUsh land investments 

that would increase in time; and second, to provide a safe outlet for 

countrymen who wanted to emigrate (Rippley, 1976; Biesele, 1930). 

Immigrants wishing to travel to Texas would join the Aldelsverein and pay 98 

gulden for transportation from Bremen or Antwerp to Texas, and a one doUar 

landing fee in Galveston. Upon signing an Immigration Contract, the 

immigrant was guaranteed: (1) transportation, food, log cabin not to exceed 

60 gulden in cost or buUding materials for a house, fencing materials, and 

seeds for 15 acres; (2) 320 acres of land for a famUy or 160 acres for a single 

man, 17 years and older; (3) the avaUabiUty of a community church, one or 

several schools with free admission, a hospital with free services; and (4) the 



estabUshment of a grain miU, saw miU, and gin miU for the community 

(Tetzlaff, 1979:1). OveraU, the Society provided safe transportation across 

the Atlantic and supported immigrants untU they were able to produce for 

themselves. 

In 1844, two members of the Society were sent to Texas to prepare for 

the arrival of the colonists. Bourgeois d'Orvanne and Prince Carl of Solms-

Braunfels landed in Galveston on July 1, 1844. Their main objective was to 

ready the Bourgeois-Ducos land grant for the incoming immigrants. 

Problems arose when the land grant was not renewed by the State of Texas, 

thus making settlement impossible. Therefore, a second contract for land 

was made between the Society, Henry Fisher, and Buchard MiUer (Geue and 

Geue, 1966; Biesele, 1927, 1930; GiUespie County Historical Society, 1960). 

The Fisher-MiUer Land Grant, was estimated at approximately 3,800,000 

acres. Although the land grant saved the Society by giving them land to 

settle, it also possessed many disadvantages. First, the land was almost 300 

mUes from the coast of Texas, making it difficult to transport the immigrants 

inland. Second, it was 100 mUes west of Austin and 150 mUes from San 

Antonio, the only cities where suppUes could be bought. Third, and probably 

the biggest problem, was the presence of the Comanche (Geue and Geue, 

1966; TUing, 1913). 

The first boat load of immigrants landed at Galveston on November 23, 

1844 (Tiling, 1913; Geue and Geue, 1966). Because the Fisher-MiUer Grant 
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had not yet been surveyed, immigrants were not able to travel to or settle 

their promised land. In order to accommodate the new colonists. Prince 

Solms-Braunfels estabhshed way stations at Indian Post (now Indianola) and 

New Braunfels where the colonists could wait. Each famUy was given a 

smaU plot of land and a house to five in untU arrangements could be made to 

move inland {Folk, 1966). 

In 1845, Prince Solm-Braunfels left to return to Germany. He was 

replaced by John O. Meusebach, who played a vital role in the settlement of 

the Fisher-MiUer Land Grant. Upon arrival, Meusebach reaUzed the 

importance of surveying the land and starting to settle the area in Central 

Texas. Meusebach left the Austin area and traveled north where he founded 

the town of Fredricksburg along the Llano and Pedernales rivers (Polk, 1966; 

Geue and Geue, 1966; Tiling, 1913). From this location, Meusebach 

coordinated attempts to begin settlement of the Fisher-MiUer Land Grant. 

Meusebach asked the district surveyor to siu-vey the Fisher-MiUer 

land so aUotments could be given out to the immigrants. However, no 

surveyor would attempt the task because the land was stiU held by the 

Comanche (PoUs, 1966; Biesele, 1930). Therefore, in January of 1847, 

Meusebach and 45 men set off into Comanche country with peaceful 

intentions (Geue and Geue, 1966; Polk, 1966; Biesele, 1927; Bierschwale, 

1944). After crossing the Llano River near Beaver Creek, the Germans were 

met by Comanche leaders who agreed to have peace talks. At the next fuU 



moon, the Germans and several Comanche leaders including Buffalo Hump, 

Santa Anna, and Mopechucope, participated in peaceful talks that aUowed 

the Germans to finaUy settle the land (PoUt, 1966; Geue and Geue, 1966; 

Roemer, 1935; TUing, 1913; Bierschwale, 1944). 

By the end of 1847, the Aldelsverein was bankrupt. Colonists were left 

to their own resources. Many were without finances, having reUed solely on 

the Society for support. Others possessed land in one of the way stations. 

Some were adventurous and took their belongings and famUy and traveled 

into the new territory to settle. 

Louis Martin and the Settlement of Hedwig^s HiU 

Among the first German immigrants to Texas was a 24 year-old from 

Erndtebruck, Germany. His name was Ludwig Martin, who would later be 

known as Louis Martin (Martin, 1971; Geue and Geue, 1966). Martin was on 

the first ship sponsored by the Aldelsverein that left Bremen for Galveston in 

1844. On October 16, 1844, Martin, along with 128 other passengers, 

boarded the Johann Dethardt to Galveston (Martin, 1971; Geue and Geue, 

1966). Most likely, Martin spent his first year in Texas at Indianola. 

According to records, Louis Martin was on the founders Ust for New 

Braunfels on March 21, 1845 (Martin, 1971), and later was a founder of 
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Fredricksburg (Martin, 1971). It was from this point that Louis Martin 

moved into Comanche territory and settled Hedwig's HiU. 

From 1845 untU ca. 1855, Louis Martin Uved in Fredricksburg. He 

buUt a stone house and had one of the first stores in the town (Martin, 1971). 

Although records are few, Martin traded with Fort Mason in 1851 from his 

store at Fredricksburg (Martin, 1971). In 1848, his name appears on a Ust 

requesting the State of Texas to form GiUespie County out of Bexar County. 

Louis Martin was elected the first sheriff of the newly formed county and 

served for $50.00 a year (Martin, 1971; Mecham, 1976). 

On October 15, 1846 Martin married EUzabeth Arhelger, also a 

German immigrant. In 1848, their first daughter, Hedwig, was born in 

Fredricksburg (Martin, 1971). She was the first Caucasian baby born in the 

town, and one of two that survived when an outbreak of disease swept 

through the town (Martin, 1971). Three other chUdren would be born to 

Louis and EUzabeth in Fredricksburg or at Fort Mason before 1856. 

In 1855, Martin bought land just south of Fort Mason. This land, tract 

175, belonged to John Kensing and today is known as Hedwig's HiU. Louis 

and EUzabeth's fifth chUd was born at Hedwig's HiU in 1856 (Martin, 1971). 

Who buUt the cabin at Hedwig's HiU is unknown, but most likely the 

structure already existed when Martin bought the property (Mecham, 1976). 

In 1856, records indicate a store at Hedwig's HiU (Martin, 1974). It was 

probably buUt by Martin. 
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In 1858, Martin bought tract 176 of the Fisher-MiUer Land Grant from 

John and Louisa Kline. This land was divided between Martin's sister and 

her famUy, who emigrated in 1858, and his nephews Charles, August, Ernst, 

and Otto (Martin, 1974). In June of 1858, Martin estabhshed the second post 

office in Mason County at Hedwig's HiU (EUers, 1939) (the first post office 

was at Fort Mason \Po\k, 1966; Martin, 1974]). Then in 1860, Martin and his 

famUy left Hedwig's HiU and moved closer to Elm Creek to the east (Martin, 

1974). 

Sometime after their move from Hedwig's HiU, Martin leased the cabin 

and land to John KeUer. John KeUer and his famUy Uved in the cabin and 

ran the store untU his death in 1890. It was during these years that the 

cabin also was used as a hotel. KeUer would aUow a passerby to sleep in an 

extra room, or unroU his bedroU on the front porch (Martin, 1971). After his 

death, his son, John KeUer, Jr. remained in the cabin and ran the store for a 

few years. From the mid-1890s untU approximately 1930, the cabin was 

inhabited by several people including Max Martin, the Doyal famUy, and Ike 

Henry (Muckelroy, n. d.). The store closed after John KeUer, Jr. moved 

away. 

In 1864, Louis Martin and his niece's husband Eugene Frandzen were 

hauling bacon south through Eagle Pass when they were kiUed (Polk, 1966; 

Martin, 1971). EUzabeth and the chUdren Uved at Elm Creek untU 1867 

when they moved back to Fredricksburg (Martin, 1971). 

12 
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Archaeological Investigations 

During the early 1970s, the Ranch Headquarters Association, later 

known as the Ranching Heritage Association, in conjunction with the 

Museum of Texas Tech University, began coUecting historical structures for 

an outdoor museum. Historic structures, representing farmsteads and 

ranching operations throughout Texas, were taken down systematicaUy and 

then rebmlt on-site adjacent to the Museum. This outdoor faciUty became 

the Ranching Heritage Center, a unit of the Museum of Texas Tech 

University. In 1971, the Ranching Heritage Center was given Martin's Log 

Cabin to add to the Museum's coUections. Subsequently, the house was 

dismantled and brought to Lubbock for reconstruction (Parsons, 1972). After 

removal of the buUding, the Ranching Heritage Association contracted for 

archaeological work to be completed. 

During the faU of 1971, archaeological investigations were conducted 

at Hedwig's HiU (41MS3) consisting of a two month investigation involving 

survey and test excavations (Parsons, 1972). The archaeological work 

focused on test excavations underneath the floor boards of Martin's cabin, 

under the general store, its ceUar, and various features located in the area 

(Figiure 1). The survey recovered materials from the immediate area of the 

structures as weU as along the river banks behind the structures. Additional 

survey materials were coUected from a dugout across the road from the 
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Hedwig's HiU property. The dugout was included as part of the Hedwig's HiU 

site. 

The objectives of the investigations were two-fold. First was to "obtain 

architectural information concerning the construction of Martin's Cabin to 

use in its restoration"; and second, "to learn, from the artifacts recovered at 

the site, how to furnish the reconstructed cabin with the same sorts and 

styles of material objects as used by its occupants in the middle of the last 

century" (Parsons, 1972:7). 

A grid system was superimposed over the site. An arbitrary point, 

located between Martin's Cabin and the general store, was staked and caUed 

N500AV500. From this point, the entire grid system was laid. A North-

South base Une was aUgned using magnetic north with the East-West base 

Une at 90^. Along both of these base Unes, at 20 foot intervals, additional 

stakes were planted and later used for triangulation of test units. Features 

(i.e., possible smokehouse, latrine) were determined by their horizontal 

surface exposure and did not necessarily fit within the superimposed grid 

system (Parsons, 1972). Vertical controls were not used unless a definite 

stratum could be distinguished and even then, indications of elevations for 

these stratums were not given (Parsons, 1972). 

AU ciUtural deposits were passed through V2" screen, except for those 

areas excavated under Martin's Cabin. For these deposits, VA' screen was 
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used. Artifacts were coUected and bagged as they were recovered, with site 

name and number written on aU bags. Artifacts later were labeled with site 

number and lot number, corresponding to the location found (Table 1). Field 

notes and photographs were taken of procedures, finds in the field, and daUy 

progress. AU written field documentation is now missing. A few sUdes of the 

field work were located within the Museum's photographic coUection. No 

sUdes documenting in situ finds were found. 

Test Excavations Under Martin's Cabin 

Martin's Cabin was a four room dweUing with a central breezeway or 

dog run. The front two rooms and front half of the dog run had a wooden 

plank floor, whUe the back rooms and second half of the dog run had dirt 

floors. The test excavations consisted of removal of these floor boards once 

measurements were taken. Excavations were limited to the two front rooms 

and the dog run between these rooms (Lots 1, 2, and 3; Table 1) (Parsons, 

1972). Why test excavations were not undertaken in the back rooms and dog 

run extension could not be determined from Parsons (1972) report. Test 

excavations were confined to "two feet from the ends of the newly exposed 

joists, and an equal distance from the terminal joists at each end of the 

cabin" (Parsons, 1972:14). Objects were bagged according to their room 

location with the intent that the different functions of each area could be 

determined (Parsons, 1972). Materials coUected from outside the actual 
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Table 1. Provenience Lot Numbers. 

Lot Numbers Provenience 

0 General surface coUection 
1 Martin's Cabin, west room, beneath floor 
2 Martin's Cabin, dog run, beneath floor 
3 Martin's Cabin, east room, beneath floor 
4 Martin's Cabin, around foundation 
5 Martin's Cabin, west room, naUs only 
6 Martin's Cabin, dog run, naUs only 
7 Martin's Cabin, east room, naUs only 
8 Martin's Cabin, dog run extension, beneath 

floor 
9 KeUer's Store, zone B 
10 KeUer's Store, general fiU 
11 Feature 1, general fiU 
12 CeUar, Feature 2, zone B 
13 KeUer's Store, surface 
14 CeUar, Feature 2, zone D, immediately on 

and above flagstone floor 
15 CeUar, Feature 2, zone D, general fiU 
16 CeUar, Feature 2, zone E 
17 Feature 3, general fiU 
18 Feature 3, materials from outside structure 
19 Feature 4, materials from inside foundation 
20 Featiure 4, materials from outside foundation 
21 Midden Area A, square 1, SE corner at 

N600AV555, to subsoU 
22 Midden Area A, square 2, SE corner at 

N600AV550, to subsoU 
23 Midden Area A, square 3, SE corner at 

N600AV545, to subsoU 
24 Midden Area A, square 4, SE corner at 

N600AV535, subsoU 
25 Midden Area B, square 5, SE corner at 

N615AV495, to subsoU 
26 Midden Area B, square 6, SE corner at 

N615AV490, to subsoU 
27 Midden Area B, square 7, SE corner at 

N615AV485, to subsoU 
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Table 1. Continued. 
Lot Numbers Provenience 

28 Midden Area B, square 8, SE corner at 
N615AV480, to subsoU 

29 Midden Area B, square 9, SE corner at 
N610AV480, to subsoU 

30 Midden Area C, square 10, SE corner at 
N610AV440, to subsoU 

31 Midden Area C, square 11, SE corner at 
N600AV440, to subsoU 

32 Midden Area C, square 12, SE corner at 
N600AV430, to subsoU 

33 Midden Area C, square 13, SE corner at 
N600AV420, to subsoU 

34 Midden Area C, square 14, SE corner at 
N595AV435, to subsoU 

Umits of the floor (within the two rooms and main dog run area) were treated 

as having come from around the Cabin's foundation and assigned to Lot 4 

(Table 1; Parsons, 1972). Parsons (1972:29) mentions some additional test 

excavations conducted sUghtly into the dog run extension to determine 

architectural design and layout of waU joints. During this work, artifacts 

were recovered and subsequently assigned to Lot 8. 

Test Excavations in KeUer's Store and Adjacent CeUar 

Test excavations began with the removal of overgrown vegetation 

within the existing waUs of KeUer's Store. Once removed, it was observed 
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that a thin layer of blow sand covered the area. This sand was removed in 

bulk and was not screened for cultural remains. Three zones were defined 

whUe excavating. Zone A covered the entire floor of the store, and was a 

dark, compact sand. Only smaU amounts of cultural remains were unearthed 

in this layer (Lot 10). In the southwest corner of the room, two separate 

zones were identified. Zone B (Lot 9) was distinguished by being more 

compacted and having a higher clay content. Zone C was described as a 

coarse sand, Ught tan in color, and less compact than Zone B. Recovered 

materials were bagged according to zone and labeled with a provenience lot 

number (Table 1). 

The CeUar (Feature 2) was located just to the northeast of the store. 

Test excavations consisted of removal of the sediments using large shovels. 

The first four feet of fiU (Zone E) consisted of large stones mixed with an ashy 

clay mud, with many artifacts (Lot 16). The lower fiU was divided into four 

separate zones based on the type of sediments encountered. 

Zone D (directly beneath Zone E) was a deposit of dark brown sandy 

clay that yielded several artifacts from the 19th and 20th centuries (Lots 14 

and 15). Zone C was a flagstone floor made of micaceous sandstone, and a 

reddish-tan sand deposited just below the stones. This area was lacking in 

any material culture remains. Zone B was a thin layer of grey sandy clay 

that contained a few artifacts (Lot 12). Zone A (the lowermost unit) was a 

sticky red clay containing bits of red and yeUow sandstone bedrock. 
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Feature 3 

Feature 3 was thought to be an outhouse. For excavation, the feature 

was enclosed by an imaginary unit placed two feet outside the waUs of the 

structure. The grid system was not used to determine the unit coordinates 

and thus no exact provenience was attained for the recovered materials 

(Parsons, 1972). The area within the structure's waUs was then excavated to 

undisturbed soU, with few artifacts recovered (Lot 17; Parsons, 1972). The 

area between the structure waUs and the imaginary unit borders was also 

excavated to undisturbed soU with an abundance of artifacts recovered (Lot 

18). No pit was ever located within the waUs of the structure to indicate a 

latrine, and the use of the featvire was undetermined. 

Feature 4 

Feature 4 was represented by two aUgnments of flat stone resembUng 

the corner of a foundation. A 12.5 foot square was laid out encompassing the 

area containing the stone. AU top soU was removed within this area whUe 

the stones were kept in situ (Parsons, 1972). The center area of the stone 

structure had a pUe of ashes, 1 inch thick and approximately 2.5 feet in 

diameter. A possible use of this structure was a smokehouse for curing meat 

(Parsons, 1972). 
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Test Excavations of the Middens 

Fourteen excavation units were laid out using the initial grid system 

estabhshed over the site when field work began. These units covered 

approximately a 25 square foot area. Location of the middens was 

determined by surface indications of large concentrations of artifacts. Three 

separate areas were identified along the northern slope of the site. Squares 

1-4 were designated as test midden A; squares 5-9 designated as test midden 

B; and, squares 10-14 as test midden C (Parsons, 1972). 

In most cases, the test excavation units were five foot squares. 

However, in four instances, the test units were 10 feet long by 2.5 feet wide 

in order to sample a larger area. AU units had their top layer of sediment 

removed to reveal the undisturbed subsoU. Artifacts found during this 

procedure were "bagged and saved except for smaU, indistinguishable 

fragments of glass" (Parsons, 1972:31). No indication was given that 

excavations were conducted within the lower undisturbed sediments of these 

units. 
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CHAPTER II 

A COLLECTION MANAGEMENT PLAN 

CoUections Management 

The phrase collections management has become a universal for 

identifying the wide variety of jobs and functions associated with the care of 

coUections in today's museums (Roberts, 1988). However, how each country 

and each museum professional understands and defines the phrase varies 

greatly (Light, 1988; Lewis, 1988; Doughty, 1988). One view of coUections 

management encompasses only pohcies and procedures concerned with 

accessioning, control, cataloging, use and disposal of accessions, acquisitions 

and loans, exhibition management, and object transportation (Roberts, 1988). 

WhUe others also include environmental controls, conservation, and physical 

secinrity (National Parks Service, 1990; Game, 1988). By taking a proactive 

attitude towards coUections management, the ultimate goal is making 

coUections avaUable for research and exhibit whUe simvdtaneously 

preserving coUections for the future (National Park Service, 1990). 

Underlying aU reasons for the increased awareness of coUections 

management is the reaUstic pressure by the pubUc for museums to 

demonstrate accountabiUty for their coUections. As a result of this pressure, 

museums are writing coUections management poUcies, becoming more 

organized, assessing their holdings, and beginning to practice preventive 
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conservation. During the early 1980s, reports emphasized the current 

conditions prevailing in American museums and the need to upgrade 

coUection care (American Association of Museums, 1984a, 1984b; Slate, 

1985). Improved coUection care involves not only generating inventories, but 

also instiUing professional standards for the coUections and how they are 

treated. 

Preventive conservation is based on the idea of averting harm to 

objects before it occurs (National Park Service, 1990). Two types of harm are 

associated with aU objects: damage and deterioration. Damage is the 

consequent loss of attributes or value (e.g., aesthetic, scientific, historic) to an 

object; whUe deterioration is the change that occurs in the object's material 

state (Michalski, 1992; National Park Service, 1990). Preventing damage or 

deterioration of artifacts reUes on the understanding of the agents of 

deterioration and how they affect objects. Museum professionals and 

conservators agree on what constitutes an agent of deterioration, Usting nine 

main categories (Michalski, 1992; Cronjm, 1990): 

1. direct physical force (improper handling, wsir, flood), 

2. displacers, vandals (intentional, unintentional), 

3. fire, 

4. water, 

5. pests (insects, mice), 

6. contaminants (air poUution), 
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7. radiation (ultraviolet Ught, unnecessary Ught), 

8. incorrect temperature (fluctuations), 

9. incorrect relative humidity (fluctuations). 

It is these agents that graduaUy break down and harm every object. 

However, through managed care, these agents can be retarded significantly 

to ensure longer life for objects (National Park Service, 1990). 

Preventive conservation supports four fundamental stages of action: 

avoidance, blockage, detection, and response (Michalski, 1992). Avoidance 

includes staying away from sources or situations that may attract harm (e.g., 

food in coUections, no security guards). Blockage is the physical eUmination 

of dangers through the idea of enclosures (e.g., buUdings, filters, bags). 

Detection revolves around knowing the agents of deterioration and 

monitoring (e.g., inventorjring) for their presence; and responding is 

foUowing-up on what the detection has revealed. Detection is useless unless 

some sort of response is forthcoming (Michalski, 1992). 

These fundamental stages of action should not be considered as a one

time action but need to be integrated into the daUy routine of museum staff. 

Regulations should be posted and enforced concerning such topics as food 

within the coUections and access to specific areas of a museum (i.e., restricted 

areas such as the coUections room) (Force, 1975; Stam, 1989). Museum 

personnel need to be observant to help deter and detect theft or other 

security problems (Burke and Adeloye, 1986). 
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Monitoring for agents of deterioration detects problem situations and 

hazardous conditions within museums. Monitoring for pests, temperature 

fluctuations, relative humidity fluctuations, Ught levels, and air poUution are 

done on a regular basis and are accompUshed relatively easUy and cheaply 

(National Park Service, 1990; Story, 1985). Sticky traps placed in strategic 

areas monitor the variety of pests gaining entrance to the museum (Moore 

and Granovsky, 1984). Inventorying coUections is another method of 

monitoring for pests as infestations are detected (Pinniger, 1994). 

AdditionaUy, inventorying uncovers possible conservation concerns caused by 

high relative humidity (e.g., mold on ceramics), temperatiu-e fluctuations 

(e.g., spUtting wood), intense Ught levels (e.g., fading of documents), and 

excessive dust accumulation and air poUutants. Monitoring for these four 

agents of deterioration is accompUshed by using highly scientific and costly 

instruments, or by using simpUer means that fit into most museum budgets 

(Lafontaine, 1980; National Park Service, 1990; Paine, 1985). 

One instrument used to monitor environmental conditions within 

museums, both in exhibit and coUections areas, is the hygrothermograph. 

Hygrothermographs monitor fluctuations in both relative humidity and 

temperature levels (Lafontaine, 1980; National Park Service, 1990; Macleod, 

1978). Light levels are monitored by using a photometer, luxmeter, or for a 

less expensive means, a single-lens reflex camera with a buUt in Ught meter 

(Lafontaine, 1980, 1981; National Park Service, 1990). Air poUutants such as 
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dust are monitored by placing strips of tape across vents to see how much 

dust is entering the environment. Dust also is seen by staff during cleaning 

of exhibits and coUections areas (National Park Service, 1990; Thomson, 

1986). To help be prepared for those agents of deterioration generaUy out of 

museum staff control (e.g., flood, war, earthquake), a disaster plan should be 

written outUning actions to take if such a catastrophe occurs (BaUard, 1992; 

Babcock, 1990; Barton and Weltheiser, 1985; O'ConneU, 1983; Munson and 

Crook, 1991). 

AU materials (e.g., wood, stone, leather, glass) are unique in the kind 

of environment most ideal for their long-term preservation. Acceptable 

standards have been created and agreed upon by conservators and museum 

professionals giving the widest range of materials an environment in which 

they can be stored safely (National Park Service, 1990; Stolow, 1987; 

Craddock, 1992; SheUey, 1992; Hendriks, 1992; Tuttle, 1995; Zycherman, 

1992; Grossbard, 1992; KUm, 1992; Michalski, 1993; Canadian Conservation 

Institute, 1983, 1990, 1995; GiUdbeck, 1972; Thomson, 1986). Not only must 

the coUections themselves be considered, but also the staff working with the 

materials. An environment that is acceptable for the coUections, but too cold 

for staff to function is not advisable. 

Stable environments, proper handling, pest control, and proper 

packing and housing techniques are essential ingredients in an overaU 

maintenance program for every museum. With these concerns in mind, the 
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Hedwig's HiU CoUection was organized and managed to increase its longevity 

as a coUection, as weU as increase its potential as a research coUection. Steps 

were taken to ensure that standardized, acceptable museum practices were 

employed for aU aspects of the CoUection. The CoUection consisted not only 

of the artifacts themselves, but also associated documentation generated 

through field work or subsequent research of the CoUection. 

The CoUection 

The Hedwig's HiU CoUection totals 11,531 artifacts recovered during 

surface coUection and excavation work. The CoUection consists of glass 

(6,704), metal (2,427), ceramics (2,847), wood (15), sheU (376), textUes (2), 

Hthics (29), bone (479), leather (43), and misceUaneous (100) that includes 

plaster, rubber, slate, pencUs, and plastic. The CoUection was tiurned over to 

the Museum by the investigating archaeologist with no corresponding field 

notes and Uttle photographic documentation. A field report (Parsons, 1972) 

stated that daUy notes and photographs were taken, however, their where

abouts is unknown. The report outUned briefly the areas that were 

excavated and the techniques used, and provided general descriptions of 

approximately 3000 artifacts. A Usting of the lot numbers used by the 

archaeologist during excavations and their corresponding provenience (Table 

1) was located in one of the original boxes housing the CoUection. These two 
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documents gave the only indication of where artifacts were recovered and 

they were used in the cataloging process. 

The exact date the Hedwig's HiU CoUection came to the Museum of 

Texas Tech University is not known. However, it probably was turned over 

in 1972 after the archaeologist finished his report. Denton (1977:2), in his 

Progress Report mentions that the CoUection was being readied for storage in 

the "closet at the west end of the kitchen in the Ranching Heritage Center." 

He indicates that the CoUection had not yet been accessioned and that he 

might undertake this task whUe trjdng to organize the materials. Later, 

Denton (1977:3) states "I am not going to accession the Martin Cabin 

artifacts." The CoUection was left in boxes untU moved out of the kitchen 

closet in 1979 and brought to the Anthropology Division. For unknown 

reasons, the CoUection was not accessioned upon its arrival in 1979, but was 

finaUy accessioned into the coUections in 1985. The accession number 

assigned to the materials was 1985-27. 

Two previous inventories of the CoUection had been completed. A 

complete inventory was finished in 1979 prior to the CoUection coming to the 

Anthropology Division, and a partial inventory was conducted in 1992. 

During the 1979 inventory, most of the metal artifacts were removed for 

conservation. However, no work was performed. These boxes were 

misplaced untU being relocated during the spring of 1997. AdditionaUy, in 

the early 1980s, a portion of the artifacts had been rehoused (wrapped in 
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acid-free paper and placed within plastic bags) and housed within a museum-

quaUty metal cabinet (EUeen Johnson, personal communication, 1997). The 

materials from these two locations were not included in the 1992 inventory. 

Artifacts were housed in smaU acid boxes, or paper and plastic bags, 

sometimes surrounded by cotton fiUing. As an example, hundreds of pieces of 

glass were placed in boxes together with no protection, aUowing abrasion and 

breakage to occur (Figure 2). About 10% of the sherds were broken since 

excavation, evidenced by clean, fresh edges. The ceramic sherds were housed 

in simUar conditions and also exhibited a number of fresh edges (ca. 12%). 

The metal artifacts that had been removed during the 1979 inventory for 

conservation were housed in exceptionaUy poor conditions. Many artifacts 

were not wrapped adequately or placed in plastic bags, and too many 

artifacts were pUed on top of each other causing crushing and breakage. The 

amount of oxidation occurring to these artifacts during the past 18 years 

because of their storage and environmental conditions in unknown. 

However, much of the damage that has occinrred is because of the poor 

packing and exposure to the environment. 

The majority of the artifacts were not arranged in any specific order 

within the boxes, having glass, wood, and other material fragments jumbled 

together. Nor were artifacts organized by lot number or other provenience 

within these boxes. Artifacts in the cabinet consisted of glass, bone, textUes, 
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Figure 2. Examples of glass sherds packaged in inappropriate conditions, 
(a) packaged loose in acid box, (b) in an acid box with cotton 
padding. 
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and wood. The glass, wood, and textUes were separated by lot numbers, 

whUe the bone was separated by taxonomy. Most artifacts in the boxes and 

cabinet were labeled with site and lot number, either by use of an attached 

tag or physicaUy marked; however, many had the number either worn off, the 

tag was missing, or the number was never recorded. 

Artifacts coUected from Lot 16 (Feature 2) had not been brought to the 

Museum with the rest of the CoUection (Parsons, 1972). Instead, these 

artifacts were coUected and taken to the Texas Historical Commission (THC), 

Austin for use in their comparative coUection, without the consent or 

knowledge of Museum personnel. Therefore, steps were taken to retrieve 

this material in order to bring the entire CoUection back together. These 

additional materials were transferred back to the Museum and consisted 

primarily of ceramic sherds and glass bottles. The materials stiU were 

packaged in paper bags and had not be processed since received by the THC 

in 1971. The cardboard box holding the material had been water-damaged as 

stains were evident on both the inside and outside of the box. When this 

damage occurred is not known. 

Documents were located in the Museum's files concerning the history 

of Hedwig's HiU (copies of land deeds, newspaper articles, and research notes 

on the famUy), past inventories of the CoUection, payment records for the 

archaeological work, and notes associated with past coUections care. 

AdditionaUy, the original and a copy of the report by Parsons (1972) were in 
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the files. AU documentation was considered part of the overaU coUection, to 

be treated with the same respect and care. The existing documentation was 

housed within acid folders, had stables and paper cUps binding pages 

together, and had many dog-eared corners. Many pages were folded in half, 

and several had scotch tape across sections. 

Taking Control of the CoUection 

Accessioning 

Accessioning of museum coUections is the transfer of ownership to a 

museum and provides an immediate register of brief information including 

donor name, type of coUection, and place of origin if known (Dudley and 

Wilkinson, 1979). The number is assigned to an entire coUection regardless 

of material types or place of acquisition (Burcaw, 1983). The standard 

method of accessioning coUections is to assign either a two or three part 

number to a coUection, e.g., 1996-23 or 1996-23-2. The first number indicates 

the year the coUection was received by the museum. The second indicates 

the number of the coUection accessioned that specific year, and the last 

number (if used) signifies different tjrpes of materials or individual artifacts 

in the coUection. Either variation of the system can be used as long as the 

variation chosen is used in a standard, consistent way (Dudley and 

Wilkinson, 1979). The Museum of Texas Tech University uses the former 

method during accessioning of coUections. Several divisions (e.g., 
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Anthropology, Natural Sciences) individuaUy catalog their coUections and 

have estabhshed their own cataloging systems that use unique identifying 

numbers for artifacts. The assigned two-part accession number is thus 

recorded on catalog sheets and not individual artifacts. Other divisions have 

not developed their own cataloging procedures as of yet. Therefore, they 

assign individual artifacts within a coUection the accession number plus a 

third identification number. The final outcome is the three part accession. 

As each accession is registered, the number should be affixed to the 

individual artifacts as quickly as possible. Numbers are affixed by either an 

acid-free tag tied onto the artifact or by writing the number onto the artifact 

(Dudley and Wilkinson, 1979; Reibel, 1978). Attaching accession numbers to 

each individual artifact ensures that if an artifact gets separated from the 

rest of a coUection, it can be identified and returned (Bachmann and 

Rushfield, 1992). K items are to be cataloged later, the accession number is 

removed and added to the catalog sheet and the catalog number affixed to the 

artifact in its place. 

During the inventory process of the Hedwig's HiU CoUection in 1995, 

two additional accession numbers (1971-97 and 1991-38) were found written 

on a number of artifacts. After reviewing the accession cards both in the 

Anthropology Division and in the Registrar's office, it was determined that 

materials with the 1971-97 accession number had been coUected in 1971 by 

architects removing the Cabin for relocation at the Ranching Heritage 
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Center. Materials coUected were wooden stakes, metal hinges, glass 

fragments, and plaster samples. Artifacts possessing the 1971-97 accession 

number were not part of the Anthropology Division's CoUection. Instead, 

they belonged to the History Division. This determination was based on the 

idea that only materials generated through archaeological work (survey, 

excavation) are considered part of the Anthropology Division. Materials 

coUected from the standing cabin for reference and reconstruction purposes 

are considered as documenting the structure, and therefore, not 

archaeological in nature. Consequently, artifacts possessing the 1971-97 

accession number were returned to the History Division. The second 

accession number was determined to be from a different historical coUection. 

These materials also were removed from the Hedwig's HiU boxes and 

returned to their proper storage location and corresponding coUection. 

Inventory 

Initial inventories help identify not only the extent and size of the 

coUection to be processed, but also the types of materials and any immediate 

conservation concerns (e.g., infestations, crumbling). Subsequent 

inventories or periodic checks also are conducted on a regular schedule to 

ensure that no artifacts are missing and no new conservation problems have 

arisen (TUlotson, 1977). AdditionaUy, inventories make coUections more 

accessible not only for in-house purposes, but also for outside researchers 
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inquiring about a museum's holdings (Rafi, 1988). Inventories are an 

essential part to any museum's coUections management poUcy and long-term 

plans (Tarrant, 1983; Smith Finch, 1988). However, it is also one of the most 

time consuming tasks associated with coUections management. 

The first step in the organization of the Hedwig's HUl CoUection was 

conducting an artifact inventory. This inventory was completed in the faU of 

1995. Each box within the CoUection was given a letter designation (A-L) to 

ensure that no box was inventoried twice. Inventory control sheets were 

designed to record aU information associated with the artifacts upon initial 

inspection. Categories included on the inventory sheet were: accession #, lot 

#, site, object description, amount, current location, and condition (Figure 3). 

AU categories on the sheets were fiUed out completely, handwritten in pencU, 

with no ditto marks. Ditto marks were not used to ensure that aU artifacts 

were recorded fuUy helping deter confusion when the inventory information 

was entered into a computer database. Object descriptions were kept simple, 

decreasing the amount of time the inventory would take. Identifications of 

artifacts were made if possible, but time was not taken to research specific 

names for artifacts if not already known. Therefore, aU types of cartridges, 

ceramic sherds, and buttons were written as these simple descriptions 

instead of identifying the exact kind. Complete identification was left for 

when the coUection was analyzed and cataloged. OccasionaUy, tags found 

with particular artifacts (especiaUy metal artifacts) had more 
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Museum of Texas Tech University 
Anthropology Division 

Current Location: BOX L 

COLLECTIONS INVENTORY FORM 

Condition: S = Stable, U = Unstable 

Access ion # 
1985-27 

1985-27 

1985-27 

1985-27 

1985-27 

1985-27 

1971-97-7 

1971-97-6 

1971-97-7 

1971-97-11 

1971-97-11 

1985-27 

1985-27 

1985-27 

1985-27 

1985-27 

1985-27 

1985-27 

1985-27 

1985-27 

1985-27 

1985-27 

1985-27 

1985-27 

L o t # 
3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

- -

- -

- -

- -

" 

30 

34 

31 

10 

3 

3 

18 

15 

3 

3 

1 

4 

26 

Site 
41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

41MS3 

Object Description 
grommets 

cork wire, brass 

percussion cap 

unknown-metal 

hose attachment 

watch chain Unk 

metal chain Unk 

harmonica part 

suspender buckle 

rubber button 

sheU button 

cartridge case 

cartridge case 

cartridge case 

centerfire cartridge 

cartridge case 

penknife fragment 

ginger beer bottle 

VaseUne bottle 

safety pin 

bobbin, metal 

glass frag., brown 

metal (unknown) 

cartridge case 

Amount 
2 

3 

5 

9 

Condition 
S 

S 

s 
u 
u 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 

Figure 3. Inventory Sheet for Hedwig's HUl CoUection. 
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specific identifications (e.g., centerfire cartridges, cabinet brackets) and were 

used for the object descriptions during inventory. The initial inventory took 

80 hours to complete (20 people working for 4 hours). 

The artifacts within the cabinet of the CoUections Room were 

inventoried during the spring of 1996, taking approximately 12 hours to 

complete. In the spring of 1997, whUe clearing out boxes within the 

Workroom of the Anthropology Division, three additional boxes containing 

Hedwig's HiU materials were located. Two boxes contained metal artifacts 

that had been removed in 1979 for conservation, and the third box contained 

plaster samples with the 1971-97 accession number. The metal artifacts 

were inventoried foUowing procedures already used, and returned to the 

CoUections Room with the rest of the CoUection. The plaster was given back 

to the History Division. Inventory of the metal artifacts took 50 hours. 

After cataloging was completed of the ceramic sherds from the 

CoUection, the information was transferred to a computer database. This 

database is used for aU coUections within the Anthropology Division, and 

records information gathered during inventory and cataloging procedures. 

The database has been set up using a Macintosh computer and the FUemaker 

Pro 2.0 program. Information in the database includes: catalog #, accession 

#, site, feature, area, object description, condition, current location, new 

location, date of last inventory, and number of artifacts per specific catalog 

number. This computerization was used as a control check to ensure that no 
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dupUcate catalog numbers were present, no known information was missing, 

and no ceramic sherds were missed during the cataloging procedure. The 

other artifacts from the CoUection also were entered into the database. 

However, as they did not have unique catalog numbers, lot numbers were 

used as a temporary number untU the artifacts are assigned their own 

individual catalog number. At that point, these temporary numbers wUl be 

replaced by catalog nimibers. 

Conservation 

Conservation is the treatment of artifacts by physical or chemical 

methods to arrest deterioration, prevent further degradation, and to stabUize 

artifacts for the future. These tĵ ^es of treatments should be carried out by a 

trained conservator, or under the direction of one. However, not aU museums 

can afford their own conservator or can afford to send out their coUections for 

conservation. It is imperative for museum professionals to acquire an 

understanding of the degradation processes in different materials (Sanford, 

1975). By understanding the basic deterioration processes, museum 

professional can assist in conservation treatments by practicing standard 

preventive methods. Preventive methods can be as simple as proper 

handling of museiun objects to deter breaking or can be more involved such 

as using chemicals to preserve artifacts (e.g., PVAC consoUdant). 
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The Museum of Texas Tech University does not have its own 

conservator. Therefore, staff members foUow basic preventive techniques for 

the coUections. These techniques include proper environmental controls, 

initial cleaning before housing, proper handling, and performing simple 

chemical stabiUzation of artifacts. Any compUcated forms of conservation 

treatment are contracted out to professional conservators. 

One of the most basic forms of conservation is the cleaning of artifacts 

before housing. The decision to clean or not to clean artifacts revolves 

around two factors. For practical reasons, cleaning removes dirt, foreign 

matter, and assists in preventing deterioration. AestheticaUy, cleaning gives 

artifacts a more pleasing appearance, and educationaUy, cleaning reveals 

hidden features for both researches and pubUc viewers (Burcaw, 1983). 

Whatever the reasoning behind the cleaning of an artifact, the decision 

should be made carefuUy and for the correct reasons. If chemical cleaning is 

the preferred choice, conservators famUiar with specific materials should be 

consulted. 

The Hedwig's HiU CoUection was in desperate need of cleaning. 

During the inventory process, several materials displayed significant 

amounts of soUed areas. Bone, metal, Uthic, and sheU had the largest 

amounts of dirt stiU adhered to their surfaces from excavation. Each of these 

materials were treated individuaUy. 
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A large percentage (90%) of the bone had not been cleaned after 

excavation as dirt was stUl covering and within the cavities of the specimens. 

AdditionaUy, approximately 40% of the bone exhibited cracking due to the 

drying out of the bone after removal from the ground. Because of these 

conditions, simple conservation measures were taken to stabUize the bone 

from further cracking and prepare the bone for storage. 

First, the bone was washed using distiUed water, a soft tooth brush, 

and, if necessary, reagent-grade acetone to remove dirt. After completely 

drjdng, bones that exhibited cracking and excessive drying were weighed 

using an electric scale (grams) and the information was recorded on a 

conservation worksheet developed by the Anthropology Division (Figure 4). 

Because the bone had not yet been cataloged, temporary numbers were 

assigned to each bone (starting with 1) for identification purposes. This 

number was recorded in the catalog number colimin on the form and an acid-

free paper tag was placed in the bag with the bone indicating the 

corresponding number. The lot number for each individual bone replaced the 

area number on the form. Next, the bone was immersed in a 1-2% solution of 

PVAC and acetone that acted as a consoUdant (Koob, 1984, Stone et al., 1990; 

Johnson, 1994). 

A consoUdant is a Uquid that can impregnate a material and impart 

strength by binding materials together (Johnson, 1994). The solution is 

absorbed in its Uquid form, but then turns into a soUd, thus giving a material 
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stabihty. By using a PVAC consohdant, both of these requirements are 

fulfilled. This procedure is reversible by immersing the treated bone into a 

bath of reagent-grade acetone. 

The Anthropology Division uses a PVAC solution made of two types of 

conservation-grade polyvinyl acetate beads (AYAF and AYAT) and acetone. 

The two types of beads mixed together are used because of their different 

molecular weights (J. Johnson, 1994). Molecular weight affects solubihty, 

hardness, and strength making the solution less likely to soften and become 

sticky in warm temperatures. To create a solution, beads are mixed in a one 

to three ratio (AYAF to AYAT) and then reagent-grade acetone is added. 

Reagent-grade acetone is a 99% or higher pure solution. A weak mixtiure of 

PVAC (1-2%) can be used as a consohdant; a thicker solution (5-10%) is used 

for labehng; and a thick solution (20-25%) can be used as an adhesive. 

Bones were watched carefully to see how many air bubbles were 

produced during the submersion. The amount of bubbling indicated if the 

bone had more air pockets and thus needed to have additional immersions 

into the consohdant (Dowman, 1970). Those bones exhibiting a great amount 

of bubbling were allowed to dry completely and then immersed a second time. 

After the final submersion, bones were left to dry and again weighed. 

Weighing before and after treatment is used to record how much PVAC a 

bone has absorbed during the stabihzation process, and also records the 

conservation treatment for future reference (Bob Child, personal 
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communication, 1993). Once completely dried, the bones were ready for 

packaging and housing. 

The most intense type of deterioration associated with metal artifacts 

is a chemical rather than a physical change that occurs, known as corrosion. 

Two types of corrosion are inherent in all metals (except gold), "dry" corrosion 

and "aqueous" corrosion. Dry corrosion takes the form of a thin surface 

patination or tarnishing and can be either intentional or unintentional 

depending on an artist's desire. Aqueous corrosion attacks metals more 

vigorously and generally is associated with moisture (Cronyn, 1990). Metals 

exhibiting aqueous corrosion are identified by a large build-up of brown or 

rust-colored encrustations, flaking, or an abundance of loose powder 

(Canadian Conservation Institute, 1989; Organ, 1976). 

Most of the metal artifacts (80%) were actively corroding (Canadian 

Conservation Institute, 1989) caused not only by the lack of cleaning received 

after excavation, but also from the poor housing conditions in which they sat 

for the last 18 years (Figure 5). Artifacts were packed one on top of each 

other causing crushing, many were not enclosed within plastic bags allowing 

dirt and dust to accimiulate, and different types of metal were allowed to 

touch each other causing chemical reactions. The first step in preparing the 

metal artifacts for storage was the removal of loose dirt and dust from the 

surface of the artifacts with a soft-bristled brush. Next, each artifact was 
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Figure 5. Examples of improper housing of metal artifacts, (a) over-packed 
acid storage box, and (b) packaging of 119 square nails, almost 
completely destroyed. 
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wrapped using acid-free, buffered tissue paper to keep artifacts from 

touching and if an artifact crumbles, keeping aU pieces together. Artifacts 

then were placed within self-closing bags. The metal artifacts are at a point 

where simple preventive measures are not adequate for their survival. 

Professional treatment should be sought in the near future, if many of the 

artifacts are going to survive. 

The hthic and shell had not been washed subsequent to the removal 

from the ground. Each of these materials were washed using distilled water 

and a soft tooth brush. No other conservation was conducted on these 

materials. No conservation work was attempted with the glass artifacts. 

Many glass shards exhibited an encrustation of salt, while others were 

iridescent in color and flaking. Both conditions are affected further by the 

use of water treatments (Canadian Conservation Institute, 1990). Therefore, 

glass shards were left as is and wrapped in acid-free, buffered tissue until a 

conservator could be consulted. 

The ceramic sherds were in good condition overall. Those sherds 

transferred fi-om the THC had not been cleaned after their removal firom the 

ground. Therefore, these sherds were washed using a soft toothbrush, 

fingers, and distilled water. The other ceramic sherds appeared to have been 

washed already. Several sherds had broken since their removal. Sherds 

with fresh breaks were conjoined using the PVAC adhesive. PVAC was used 

as it is reversible by reapplying acetone to dissolve the adhesive. To conjoin 
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fi'agments, a thin layer of PVAC adhesive was apphed to each fresh edge with 

a soft paint brush. The two fragments were matched together and held in 

place for approximately 10 minutes. Once firmly in place, the conjoined 

fragments were placed on a padded table and allowed to dry overnight. 

One sherd had a piece of masking tape stuck to its salt glazed outer 

surface (Figure 6a). Written on the masking tape was a reference to the 

maker's mark found on the sherd. The masking tape was removed with the 

use of acetone (Hughes, 1983). Once removed, a small amount of residue was 

left on the surface from the tape. Acetone again was used to remove this 

residue. No glaze seemed to have been removed from the surface after the 

tape was removed (Figure 6b). The information written on the tape was 

transferred to the catalog sheet. 

Cataloging 

Cataloging of museum objects revolves around the concept of assigning 

unique, individual numbers to either: (1) groups of similar artifacts within a 

collection; or (2) every individual artifact within a collection. Information 

recorded when cataloging includes physical attributes of the individual 

artifact (e.g., material, condition, color, type of artifact, dimensions), 

provenience, date of recovery, person or company of manufacture, and any 

other pertinent information determined through research and examination of 

the artifacts (Schmiegel, 1988). This information is recorded on standardized 
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Figure 6. Stoneware sherd (a) before and (b) after conservation. 
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forms either by hand or through a computer (Sturtevent, 1966; Chenall, 

1975; Dudley and Wilkinson, 1979; Owen, 1990; Chfford, 1988; Mann, 1988). 

Cataloging of artifacts also includes the physical numbering of each 

artifact by using standard museum methods (Hughes, 1983; Krahn, 1982). 

Numbering of each individual artifact identifies it within the overaU 

collection and with its associated docimientation and is especially important 

when it becomes separated from the rest of its collection and needs to be 

returned (Krahn, 1982; Dudley and Wilkinson, 1979). Without the 

identifying number, the coUection from where it came would be lost forever, 

as weU as aU associated documentation. The number should be placed in an 

inconspicuous place as not to detract from the overaU appearance of the 

artifact, but should also be visible enough to be noticed (Krahn, 1982; Wolf 

and Denton, 1985). In numbering, any technique used should be removable 

(Krahn, 1982). An acceptable museum practice for numbering uses an 

underlying coat of a stable, soluble substance such as poljrvinyl acetate 

(PVAC) mixed in reagent-grade acetone or alcohol, a waterproof ink (e.g., 

India ink), and then a second coating of PVAC (Hughes, 1983). Waterproof 

ink is used to prevent smearing if an artifact gets wet (Dudley and 

Wilkinson, 1979). This method of numbering provides not only a protective 

layer of PVAC between the material's surface and the ink but also protection 

for the number from being removed accidentaUy. 
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The Anthropology Division has estabhshed a standard procedure for 

cataloging coUections, based on the Museum's cataloging system. The 

Museum's cataloging system uses the acronym of the Museum (TTU) plus a 

letter, designating a specific division within the Museum (e.g., A for 

Anthropology, H for History). 

The majority of the Anthropology coUections come from Texas and 

eastern New Mexico which has resulted in a dividing of the two states into 

geographical regions (Table 2; Figures 7, 8). Based on these geographical 

regions and the already existing cataloging system of the Museum, the 

Anthropology Division developed a refined cataloging system to handle the 

volume and diversity of its coUection. This system uses the Museum's 

acronym (TTU), the assigned letter acronym for the division (A), and then a 

number between 0 and 10 to identify the region (Table 2; Figure 7, 8). Mason 

Comity, in central Texas, is located within region number 5, resulting in aU 

catalog numbers beginning with a TTU-A5. The individual catalog number is 

assigned in sequential order starting with the number 1 and begins with the 

first cataloged coUection within that region. When a new coUection is 

cataloged that comes from the same region, the next number in sequence is 

used. Once catalog sheets are fiUed-out, aU sheets are bound in numerical 

order using polyethylene covers and spiral bindings. The catalog books then 

are labeled with foU-backed labels indicating the site name, site number, and 

the catalog number range. Once bound and labeled, the catalog books are 
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Table 2. Listing of aU regions and their corresponding catalog prefix. 

Prefix Description of Regions 

TTU-A AU areas within 41LU1 

TTU-Al AU sites associated with the Llano Estacado 

TTU-A2 Northeastern New Mexico 

TTU-A3 Southwestern Texas 

TTU-A4 Northern Panhandle 

TTU-A5 Central Texas 

TTU-A6 Las Escarbadas, Historic site 

TTU-A7 North Central Texas, RoUing Plains 

TTU-A8 Southeastern New Mexico 

TTU-A9 Non-systematic coUections within Southern Plains 

TTU-AIO Eastern Texas 
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Figure 7. Map of Texas showing regions, catalog prefixes, and the location 
of Mason County. 
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Figure 8. Map of New Mexico showing eastern regions and corresponding 
catalog prefixes. 
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archived as part of the CoUection's documentation and are housed in the 

Documents Room of the Anthropology Division. 

Before cataloging took place, definitions of t5T)es of pottery and 

decorating techniques had to be assembled into a concise, easUy 

understandable format based on the Anthropology Division's cataloging 

system. The Anthropology Division has a very precise organization to its 

cataloging of most materials, especiaUy bone and hthic materials. The 

system incorporates codes that stand for different artifacts, materials, 

morphologies, techniques, and modifications. These codes standardize the 

written information and limit the amount of writing on each catalog sheet. A 

simUar organization for cataloging pottery was created. Research was done 

to identify the most common types of pottery found in the Anthropology's 

Division. Definitions were written for these types and codes were adapted. 

Decoration techniques also were identified and assigned codes. Because the 

overaU coUection of the Anthropology Division contains both modern and 

prehistoric pottery, an organizational framework of cataloging pottery was 

estabhshed to be useful for both types. Basic forms of vessels were named 

and codes developed (Appendix). Once this framework was estabhshed, 

cataloging could proceed. 

Because of the extent of the Hedwig's HiU CoUection, a decision was 

made not to catalog the entire coUection at this time. Research needs to be 

conducted to create a standardized format for cataloging aU artifact types 
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(e.g., metal, glass) coinciding with the Anthropology's cataloging system. The 

amount of time involved in the research and development of this format is too 

great for this type of study. Therefore, a portion of the CoUection was used to 

Ulustrate the kinds of procedures involved in the cataloging of a historical 

coUection. The portion chosen to demonstrate the cataloging procedures were 

the ceramic sherds. These artifacts were chosen because a workable number 

for one person to process existed and the ceramic sherds could be used to 

iUustrate how a formerly under-cared for coUection stUl holds vital 

information and contributes to the field of historical archaeology. 

Cataloging of the ceramic sherds consisted of the assigning of a catalog 

number, locating provenience data, identifying type of ceramic, determining 

morphology and decoration techniques, and recognizing any modifications. 

Each ceramic sherd was looked at individuaUy to determine its tjnpe, 

decoration, modification, and morphology. Maker's marks were looked for to 

identify manufacturer and date of production if possible. In some instances, 

boxes and bags were packed with ceramic sherds that had been excavated 

from the same area flot number). When this occurred, aU pieces were laid 

out to see if any sherds conjoined or came from the same vessel. In instances 

that such an identification could be made, a single catalog number was 

assigned to that group of ceramics. AU other pieces were assigned their own 

catalog number. On occasion, two ceramic sherds would conjoin but had been 

recovered from two different locations and, thus, two different lot numbers. 
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In such instances, each mdividual sherd was given a catalog number to use 

for its identification, but a note was written on the corresponding catalog 

sheets that the pieces conjoined or were from the same vessel. 

Once cataloged, aU ceramic sherds were numbered with their catalog 

number. The standard procediu-e for numbering artifacts within the 

Anthropology Division is to removed any of the old markings from an artifact 

(e.g., lot number, site number, field number) and replace it with the assigned 

catalog number. The removed information is recorded on the catalog sheet. 

After removal from the site, the archaeologist had numbered the ceramic 

sherds with the site and lot. InitiaUy it appeared that the procedure used for 

this numbering had been done in an archival manner. After careful 

examination, it became apparent that the numbers had not been apphed 

foUowing such standards. Instead, the numbers were written directly on the 

ceramic sherds with black ink. Covering the ink was a thin layer of a clear 

glaze, most hkely naU poUsh. Attempts were made to remove the site and lot 

numbers. However, the ink had soaked into the sherds and could not be 

removed. Therefore, site and lot number remained on the sherds, and the 

catalog number was added. 

FoUowing Hughes (1983), the ceramic sherds were numbered with a 5-

10% solution of PVAC used as a base coat, waterproof India ink (white India 

ink for dark-colored artifacts, black India ink for hght-colored artifacts) 

apphed with a crow-quiU pen, and an over-coat of PVAC solution. Catalog 
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numbers were placed on the same side as the site and lot number so that only 

one side of the sherd was marred. For pieces possessing maker's marks, 

catalog numbers were apphed to the opposite side of the mark; ensuring that 

no part of the mark was written over, and to hide the number when 

photographs were taken. If the site and lot number already existed on the 

same side as the maker's mark, they were left, and the catalog number was 

added. Numbers also were not written over any types of decoration (e.g., 

transfer-print, gUding, decalcomania) if possible. 

Packing and Housing 

The proper packaging and housing of aU artifacts is a basic step taken 

to help deter and minimize hazards. Packing should provide physical and 

chemical protection by using inert products, should aUow artifacts to be 

identified easUy, and should be durable (Pye, 1984). By using archivaUy-safe 

products, protection can be given to aU artifacts. The methods used by the 

Anthropology Division is to wrap aU artifacts in a tissue paper that is either 

acid-free buffered or neutral depending on the artifact's material type, and 

then encapsulate the artifact in a polyethylene self-closing bag, hgnin-free 

box or tray, or a gelatin capsiUe for very tiny objects. Once packaged, 

artifacts are placed either within an archivaUy-safe cabinet or within acid-

free boxes for storage untU cabinetry is avaUable. 
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After each ceramic sherd was cataloged and numbered, it was wrapped 

with acid-free buffered tissue paper and placed within a polyethylene self-

closing bag. An acid-free, hgnin-free tag also was placed within each bag, 

containing information pertinent to the artifact that consisted of catalog 

number, site number, accession number, area or feature, and object 

description. These tags were developed to help ehminate handling of 

artifacts and ease of identification when searching for specific catalog 

number or pottery type. Those sherds with the same catalog number 

(because of their association with each other) were wrapped individuaUy and 

placed together in a single bag along with an identification tag. After the 

ceramics were cataloged, the sherds were placed in an archivaUy-safe cabinet 

in the CoUections Room of the Division for permanent housing. 

The core of the Anthropology CoUection at the Museum is arranged by 

site number, stratum, level, feature number, and then material type. Based 

on this system, the ceramic sherds from the Hedwig's HiU CoUection were 

organized first by feature, second by type of ceramic, and last by catalog 

number. Each drawer was padded with a layer of microfoam before the trays 

were placed down. Separated ceramic sherds were placed within acid-free 

trays or had acid-free blue board barriers constructed within the metal 

cabinet drawers to assist in keeping the sherds organized. Each tray or box 

was labeled with pencU, indicating the feature number, ceramic type, and 
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catalog numbers enclosed. Drawers were labeled with provenience and type 

of ceramics held within each specific drawer. 

The remaining uncataloged materials associated with the CoUection 

were wrapped in acid-free, buffered paper (metal, glass, and hthics) or in 

neutral tissue paper (bone, wood, textUes) to help protect the artifacts from 

further damage. Artifacts in a fragUe state (e.g., textUes, corroded metal), 

were wrapped with the appropriate paper and then laid-out on acid-free blue 

board. The artifact and blue board were placed within self-closing bags 

(Figure 9). The purpose of the blue board was to help give the artifact 

stabihty from further bending. AU other artifacts, once wrapped, also were 

placed within self-closing bags, along with an identification tag indicating the 

lot number and artifact description. The materials were separated according 

to material tjrpe and placed within acid-free boxes. Care was taken not to 

overload boxes causing more damage to the artifacts. Boxes were labeled 

using foU-backed labels and had site name, accession number, material type, 

and box letter typed on them, and placed together in the CoUections Room 

untU cataloging could continue. The bone (although not cataloged) was 

housed within the same cabinet as the ceramic sherds because of their fragUe 

state. Although the bones had been consohdated with a PVAC solution, 

possible crushing could stUl occur if housed in boxes for any length of time. 

Therefore, bones were separated by feature number Got number) and in the 

cabinet within labeled, padded acid-free trays on metal drawers that had 
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Figure 9. Example of fragUe artifact supported with acid-free blue board for 
housing. 
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been padded with a layer of microfoam. A note also was placed in each 

drawer with the bone artifacts indicating that the bones had been immersed 

in PVAC and that the records were placed with the Hedwig's HiU 

documentation. 

Documentation 

Documentation associated with any coUection must be considered an 

integral part of that coUection. It is this documentation that gives true 

meaning to an artifact, especiaUy those recovered through archaeological 

investigations. Field documentation helps identify the provenience of an 

artifact (exact location found in the ground). Without these notes, valuable 

information is lost about each individual artifact as weU as the coUection as a 

whole. However, documentation associated with coUections is not and should 

not be hmited to just the field-generated notes but also must include aU 

subsequent research or analysis concerning the cpUection. This information 

buUds on the specifics already known and helps give the artifact or coUection 

more meaning and importance (Guthe, 1969). 

Field notes concerning the Hedwig's HUl excavations have been lost, 

therefore, hmiting the information on how artifacts were coUected and their 

provenience. However, other individuals have conducted research on parts of 

the CoUection and the history of the Hedwig's HiU community in Mason 
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County (Denton, 1977; Mecham, 1976). These notes are beneficial as they 

help explain the overaU importance of the site, place the site in a cultural 

time frame, and give an understanding as to past occupants of the house. 

Other documents associated with the CoUection included the original site 

record forms. 

The documents of the Hedwig's HiU CoUection are housed within the 

Document's Room of the Anthropology Division in a metal filing cabinet. The 

documents themselves were organized fairly weU, having separate folders for 

famUy history, general coUection notes, Hedwig's HiU community history, 

and reports written using parts of the CoUection. The documentation 

displaced approximately one-third of a fihng cabinet draw (1 hnear foot). 

Rehousing of the documentation included interleaving aU pages with 

acid-free buffered tissue paper. Most of the documents were hand-written or 

photocopied onto acid paper. Using the interleaving buffered tissue helps 

control acid migration from the pens and paper originaUy used (Tuttle, 1995). 

Once aU were interleaved, the documents were placed within acid-free, 

hgnin-free file folders. PencU was used to title aU file folders and included 

site name, accession numbers, and title of the folder. After interleaving the 

original site report, the thickness of the papers was too great to be housed 

within a single 2-inch expandable file folder. As a resiUt, the report was 

separated into equal parts and placed into three 2-inch expandable files and 

label accordingly. Once completed, the file folders were returned to the fihng 
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cabinet in the Documents Room. After completely rehousing aU the 

documentation, the amount of space displaced by the documents within the 

metal fihng cabinet doubled to 2 hnear feet. 

Parsons' (1972) and Denton's (1977) reports had been photocopied 

sometime prior to the present study and had then been bound. As the 

original forms of both reports existed and had been rehoused with the 

interleaving paper, the decision was made not to unbind the two copied 

reports. Instead the reports were left as was and given to the Division's 

CoUection Library as working copies, aUowing the original reports to be kept 

safe with minimal handhng. AdditionaUy, the completed conservation 

worksheets and the 1995-1997 inventory sheets were not interleaved with 

acid-free, buffered paper as they wUl have to be used in the near future 

during cataloging procedures and for imputing into the computer database. 

The documents were placed in acid-free folders and filed with the rest of the 

CoUection documentation for safe keeping. 
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CHAPTER III 

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY AND 

CLASSIFICATION OF CERAMIC ARTIFACTS 

For this study, ceramics excavated from three features 

(Martui's Cabin, KeUer's Store, CeUar) and three areas (Areas A B, C) were 

used to iUustrate the preferences, chronology, and socioeconomic status of 

the past inhabitants (Figure 1). The first three features represented the 

main structures of the site and were known to be used by the Martin and 

KeUer families. The cabin was used as a dwelling untU approximately 1930 

when Ike Henry left the premises (Muckelroy, n. d.). After the death of 

John KeUer, Sr, his son ran the store for a few years before its closing. The 

last three areas represented test middens excavated by the archaeologist. 

The three areas were assumed to be trash dumps or other tjrpes of disposal 

areas. Direct association of these areas with the Martin or KeUer famiUes 

could not be made during excavation and they may have been associated 

with the more recent inhabitants of the Cabin (Doyal famUy, Ike Henry). 

Multiple units were excavated (Table 1) in each of these features and areas. 

However, these units were grouped together for this study to consohdate 

information. Therefore, no distinction was made between the different 

rooms in Martin's Cabin or KeUer's Store, the four zones in the CeUar, or 
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the separate units in the test areas, when separating and analyzing the 

ceramic assemblage. 

Analysis Methodology 

Ceramics found at historical sites further knowledge by giving 

archaeologists an indication of the preferences, uses, and economic standing 

of past inhabitants. The evolution of ceramics through the centuries is weU 

documented by past studies, examination of import records, store records, 

and historical accounts and helps identify the various types of wares being 

used in North America (MiUer, 1980). This documentation offers an 

introduction and an explanation of the tj^pes of ware found at Hedwig's HUl 

and an insight into the preferences and chronology of the area. Once an 

understanding of the kinds of wares is found, a more in-depth look is taken 

at the socioeconomic status of the inhabitants. 

Preferences are determined by the quantity of sherds present of 

different ware types and decoration patterns recovered. Counts are made of 

differing ware types and minimum number of vessels (MNV), giving an 

indication of inhabitant's preferences. Preferences also are influenced by 

the location of the site (i.e., rural or urban settmg) as weU as, by the 

avaUabihty of certain wares in a given area. The site's geographic and 

demographic locations are examined to determine if site location may be 

influencing the occupant's preferences. 
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For historical sites, ceramics are a critical time marker as they are 

used to estabhsh chronology through pattern recognition, style change, and 

manufacturer's markings (Fox, 1986; Uecher et al., 1991). Style changes 

and pattern recognition of the different wares are used to give an 

understanding of the time period in which a site was inhabited. Ceramics 

changed not only in production techniques but ia popularity. PopiUarity is 

gauged on the amount of specific ware types sold during a given period of 

time. 

Maker's marks are used to estabhsh the earhest and latest date of 

possible occupation at a site. Based on dates of production associated with 

either the mark itself or the company that made the ceramic, calciUations 

are made that give an indication of the time period in which the site was 

inhabited. The calcvdations are based on South's (1972) Mean Ceramic Date 

Formula and are used to achieve an average date of the site's occupation. 

For this study, a modification of South's formula was used for the 

calculations. Two calculations were made, one based on the average for the 

entire site assemblage, and the second based on the average of each 

individual area or feature. These two calculations were done to see if 

differences in age were indicated depending on the formula method. 

A look at the possible influences of time lag also is considered when 

discussing the calciUated dates. Time lag is the amount of time it takes for 

a ceramic vessel to be produced, bought, and eventuaUy disposed of in the 
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archaeological record (Adams and Gaw, 1977). The amount of time an 

object is kept in the social system may influence the dates that are 

calculated for a historical site. Therefore, consideration was given to this 

phenomenon in hght of the ceramics found at Hedwig's HiU. 

Key interpretive tools in estabUshing economic status is the 

appearance, frequency, or lack of decorated wares, as these pieces are more 

expensive and easUy recognized (MiUer, 1980; Jurney et al., 1988). 

Socioeconomic status is based on the knowledge that some ceramics cost 

more than others to produce and, thus, to purchase. MiUer (1980) has 

attempted to estabhsh monetary values of refined earthenware vessels 

through price fixing fists, account books, shipping hsts, and other period 

documents. He found that the presence, frequency, or absence of decorative 

types can be used as an index to the economic and social status of the owner 

of ceramics. Four levels of ceramics have been delineated based on 

decoration instead of ware type (i.e., creamware, pearlware, ironstone) and 

give researchers an indication of the least expensive to most expensive 

decoration techniques used on ceramics. 

The first level or cheapest decoration was undecorated ceramics and 

were commonly caUed "earthenware," "white earthenware,' "common," or 

sometimes "CC" (standing for cream-colored). This category does not 

include the plain white ironstone or white granite wares. Although 

undecorated, they tend to be hsted at a higher price, more comparable to the 
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transfer-printed designs in level four (MUler, 1980). The second level is one 

of httle decoration by minimaUy-skUled decorators. The level consists of 

feather-edged, sponge-decorated, banded, mocha, and finger-traUed shp. 

The third level consists of painted ware with designs such as flowers, 

leaves, styhzed Chinese landscapes, or geometric patterns. For these types 

of decorations, painters had to have a skiU level capable of duphcating 

patterns to be able to make fuU sets. The fourth level is the most expensive 

and is highUghted by the use of transfer-printing. These ware are hsted as 

high-priced for the 1700s although decreasing in price by the 19th century 

as more companies began to use the technique. However, even the 19th 

century wares stUl are more expensive than the other three levels. Flow-

blue patterns are priced higher than regular transfer-printing and were the 

most expensive wares produced and traditionally bought in North America. 

Once exception to this woiUd be porcelain. However, price hstings have not 

been found to determine price indexes (MUler, 1980). 

Classification of Ceramic Artifacts 

A total of 1,892 ceramic sherds was recovered from the study area. 

The ceramic analysis of the Hedwig's HUl CoUection consisted of classifying 

ceramic sherds first by ceramic type (e.g., ironstone, earthenware, 

creamware) and second by surface decoration (e.g., shp, decalcomania. 
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transfer printed). Other attributes recorded were burning, general vessel 

morphology, and the existence of maker's marks. 

Two types of morphology were recorded. Vessel shapes (i.e., plate, 

cup, bowl) were determined based on the thickness and shape of rim sherds 

and on the shape and size of foot rings present. For smaUer sherds and 

those that could not be identified as to definite vessel shape, morphology 

was identified simply as to which part of the vessel they may have come. 

Morphologies included: rim, base, body, shoulder, and handle. A sherd was 

identified as a rim sherd if it had part of the outer edge present; a base 

sherd was identified by the foot of a vessel, the complete flatness of a sherd, 

or by the presence of a maker's mark. Body sherds were identified if none of 

the above characteristics were present. Shoulder sherds were generaUy 

associated with stoneware vessels such as jugs or bottles. Handles were 

identified as to their shape. AU information was recorded on the individual 

catalog sheets, that then served as the analysis form. 

Attempts were made to determine the MNV for each type of body and 

corresponding decorations. The MNV for the study areas were determined 

based on the identification of rim sherds, decoration techniques, and their 

patterns. Unique basal sherds were used to identify separate vessels where 

apphcable. The MNV was determined for the entire study area by laying 

out rim sherds from simUar ware types on a table to determine if any sherds 

conjoined or came from simUar vessels. In some instances, unique 
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decorations could be found on body or basal sherd indicatmg an individual 

vessel, and thus was added to the total MNV count. Although care was 

taken to identify simUar vessels, some duphcation may have occurred. 

Some sherds from the different features and areas conjoined or were 

identified as from the same vessel. When such instances occurred, 

information was written on the catalog sheets indicating which catalog 

numbers conjoined or came from simUar vessels. 

The ceramic types and surface decorations used to separate the 

sherds were based on the definitions used in the cataloging system 

(Appendix). Ten types of ceramics were identified during analysis. Two 

categories, blue-tinted earthenware and refined earthenware, used for 

identification were "catch-aU" terms reUed on when positive identifications 

to another, more specific ware could not be made. 

Blue-tinted earthenware refers to those wares that had a heavy blue 

tinting to the glaze and had a hard body, almost non-porous and semi-

vitrified. Sherds appear a uniform blue-grey color with no indication of a 

blue tint to the body. This coloring differs from the blue-tinted ironstones 

that have a blue-grey glaze, a hard body that was semi-vitrified, no crazing, 

and a definite blue tint to the body. Many of the plain sherds recovered at 

the site have a sUght blue tint to the glaze and bases and some rims had a 

poohng of blue glaze along the edges. These sherds are identified as 

ironstone, as they likely represent an earher form of the pottery type 
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(MUler, 1980). The classification of these types of wares is difficult to 

determine because of the close association with various types of ceramics 

avaUable for purchase. MiUer (1980) indicates that manufactinrers and 

importers did not necessarUy distinguish between pearlware, early 

ironstone, and late ironstone. Thus, some questions have arisen as to the 

proper identification of many of these blue-tinted wares. 

Refined earthenware was used to describe those wares referred to as 

granite wares, hotel china, semi-porcelain, stone china, stone porcelain, and 

semi-china (Jurney et al., 1982; Cheek, 1977). The differences between 

these types of wares was difficult to determine, and many archaeologists 

and manufactures tend to group them together (Cheek, 1977; Jurney et al., 

1982; MUler, 1980). Therefore, for this study. Refined Earthenware was 

used to identify any ware that possessed a hard white, semi-vitrified body 

and could not be characterized into one of the other ceramic types. Table 3 

hsts the different types of ceramics and amounts recovered according to 

their provenience. 
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Table 3. Listing of ceramic ware types and provenience 

Types 

Blue-tinted 
Ironstone 

Blue-tinted 
Earthenware 
Creamware 

Earthenware 
Pearlware 
Ironstone 

Jasperware 
Porcelain 
Refined 

Earthenware 
Stoneware 
TOTALS 

Martin's 
Cabin 

0 

0 

0 
3 
13 
38 
2 
18 
55 

1 
129 

^ P] 

Keller's 
Store 

0 

0 

0 
1 
1 

27 
3 
2 
19 

3 
56 

rovenience 
Cellar 

2 

1 

0 
1 
3 

65 
0 
65 
60 

70 
267 

Area 
A 
1 

18 

0 
13 
3 

48 
0 
4 
3 

57 
149 

Area 
B 
4 

22 

7 
2 
10 

336 
0 
37 
35 

44 
496 

Area 
C 
13 

58 

1 
1 
12 

502 
0 
47 
57 

104 
795 

1 TOTALS 

20 

99 

8 
21 
42 

1016 

^ 
173 
229 

279 
1 1892 

Decoration Technioues 

After identifying the sherds by ware type, the various decoration 

techniques were examined. Decoration techniques consisted of, transfer 

printing, flow-blue, hand-painted, spatter (sponged), banded, gUded, 

feather-edged, luster, decalcomania, shpped, salt glazed, and repousse 

(molded). Decorations on refined earthenware, pearlware, and earthenware 

were recorded on the catalog sheets first by the interior (i.e., front of plate, 

interior of a bowl) technique and then by the exterior technique if 

apphcable. For stoneware sherds, decoration was recorded first by exterior 

and then by interior decoration technique. For those sherds not exhibiting 
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any decoration technique except for a clear or blue-tinted glaze (i.e., 

ironstone), technique used for inner and outer surfaces were not 

distinguished as they were the same. Therefore, indication was made that 

the sherd was "glazed." 

Transfer printing is the process of transferring a design to a vessel by 

use of an etched copper plate that has been inked with a pigment suspended 

in oU. The inked plate is pressed onto a thin piece of hnen paper that is 

placed on the surface of the biscuit or once-fired vessel. The back of the 

paper is rubbed with a flannel cloth causing the pigment to adhere to the 

ceramic surface. The paper backing is removed by placing the vessel in cold 

water immediately after its apphcation. The print is "fixed" by heating the 

ware in a muffle kUn, and then glazed over to protect the print (Coysh, 

1971). 

Vessels also could be transfer-printed over the glaze. During this 

process, the same technique was used to apply the print. However, a clear 

glaze was used first underneath and no additional glaze was placed over the 

print once in place. The former process produced a uniformly shiny surface 

whUe the latter surface appeared duU where the print had been placed. The 

earhest transfer-printed wares were done in blue. However, other colors 

were used later and included black and blue together, brown, purple, red or 

pink, and green. Limitations of this decoration technique include less sharp 

edges of the design and restriction of the amount of colors apphed to a single 
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design (Durrenburger, 1965; Hagger, 1960; Schuetz, 1969; Cameron, 1986; 

Coysh, 1971; PoUan et al., 1996). 

Flow or Flown blue is a distinctive type of transfer print that was 

used extensively by Enghsh and European potters. The ware is easUy 

recognized by its blue "smudged' appearance. The transfer print is added 

under-glaze and made to "flow" outside its hues by firing in an atmosphere 

of volatUe chlorides (Schuetz, 1969; Cameron, 1986). Some ceramics also 

have been decorated in "flow black" and have a simUar appearance. These 

wares are sold at a higher price than ordinary transfer-printed wares (Few, 

1989) 

Hand-painted ceramics are decorated either over or under-glaze, and 

are characterized by their raised pattern appearance and definite brush 

strokes. Typical categories of hand-painted ceramics include polychrome 

floral patterns, monochrome floral patterns, stencUed, and striped (Schuetz, 

1969). Several other types of hand-painting are associated with ceramics 

such as sponged-wares and gUding. Although these techniques are hand-

painted, they have been separated out for identification purposes in this 

study by their more common names. 

Spatter or sponged-wares, originaUy made by WiUiam Adams of 

TunstaU, England, exhibited a speckled design on the ceramic surface 

(Mankowitz and Hagger, 1957). Decoration patterns were made by cutting 

sponges into various shapes or using the end of a brush to apply colors to 
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the biscuit. Colors generaUy used for this type of decoration consisted of 

cobalt blue, keUy green, deep rose red, purple, or a combination of blue and 

green or red and green (Cameron, 1986; Ray, 1968). A large quantity of 

these wares were exported to the United States diu-ing the late 1870s, 

especiaUy 1878 (Schuetz, 1969). 

Banded wares (also known as mocha wares, dipped ware, or tobacco 

spit wares) are decorated by a series of color bands of varying widths and 

frequently have a marbleized, peppered, cat's eye, wormed, or dendritic 

pattern in the center of the vessel between the bands (Van Rensselaer, 

1966; Schuetz, 1969). Commonly associated with creamwares, the banded 

decorations also have been found on white earthenware and cane wares 

(Van Rensselaer, 1966). Various colors for bands are used and consisted of 

blue, ocher, dark brown, chestnut brown, slate green, dark green, ohve 

green, orange, tans, grays, and blue-greens (Van Rensselaer, 1966; 

Cameron, 1986). Banded wares were produced and exported in great 

quantity from 1789 to the middle of the 19th century (McClinton, 1951). 

They are especiaUy popular in Texas primarUy during the 1840s through 

the 1850s (Fox and Cox, 1983). 

GUding is used to describe gold designs on ceramics and generaUy is 

hand-painted over the glaze, but can also be apphed as a decalcomania. 

Designs can be stripes along the edges of vessels or floral patterns on the 
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body of a vessel. GUding commonly is used in conjunction with one of the 

other decoration techniques although it can stand alone. 

Feather-edge (also known as sheU-edged) decoration was first 

produced at Staffordshfre in the late 18th century (McChnton, 1951). It was 

characterized by blue painted swipes coming from the rim edge toward the 

center of the vessel. The edge also could be ribbed, causing the blue paint to 

gather in the deeper groves. Variations on the decoration techniques can 

occur as weU as the color used to highhght the area (Schuetz, 1969). Early 

vessels exhibited brushwork that was being drawn inward to produce a 

feathery edge (hence the name) and later, as the product became more 

popiUar and more craftsman were painting the vessels, the brush was used 

to create a simple thick stripe or band around the edge (Hume, 1972). This 

type of decoration was used on creamwares and later was incorporated into 

the decoration of pearlware and white ware vessels. Feather-edged 

decorations stood alone or were accompanied by a central picture in the weU 

of a vessel (Sussman, 1977). 

The process of using various metaUic oxides to impart a lustrous 

sheen to ceramics has been know since the 14th century and was used 

widely in Spain (Caiger-Smith, 1985). However, the use of such metaUic 

oxides did not start in England, and especiaUy Staffordshire, untU around 

1800. Various metals such as gold and platinum were used to produce 

colors including browns, coppers, and pinks. (Cushion, 1967; Schuetz, 1969). 
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GeneraUy, lustre was used on a dark brown earthenware body for the 

copper-effect to be apparent. The other colors could be used on a variety of 

body types and m some cases completely covered the body to give an 

"overaU" effect of a metal vessel (Cushion, 1967). Other decorative devices 

used on lustre ware were narrow bands, mottled effects, classical figures in 

rehef, or reserve panels in which drawings or inscriptions were printed over 

the glaze (RoUins, 1946) 

Decalcomania (decal) evolved after the invention of hthography and 

enabled potters to apply multicolored designs more easUy to the surface of 

ceramic vessels. During the process, a design was printed on a layer of thin 

tissue paper that was backed with a heavier paper. The thin tissue paper 

then is coated with an adhesive. Once dampened, the decal was shd off the 

thicker piece of paper and used to decorate (GatcheU, 1944; Encyclopedia 

Americana, 1963). Decals generaUy were apphed over the glaze, causing 

them to rub off more quickly. 

Repousse or molding is a method of making a rehef design on a 

vessel, by using a mold with an impressed design to shape the vessel and 

thus its pattern design. The raised rehef design then is painted or left plain 

depending on the characteristics of the vessel. This technique commonly is 

found on creamware, ironstone, porcelain, and refined earthenware. 

Shp consists of clay suspended in water that is of a finer grain than 

the body clay used to make the vessel. Shp is usuaUy hghter in color and its 
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purpose is to enhance the appearance of the container. Shp can be apphed 

either by dipping the enture container into a vat or can be apphed by 

brushing or spraying onto the surface. 

Three main types of shp glaze were identified within the CoUection 

and consisted of Albany, Bristol, and local. Albany sUps were made from a 

clay associated with Albany, New York and was yeUow, dark red, or brown 

in color when fired. The shp became popiUar in the early 19th century and 

came into general use in the 1840s (Cameron, 1986; Hamer and Hamer, 

1993). SimUar types of clays were discovered in Elkhart, Indiana and 

Rowley, Michigan that were used by potters throughout the United States 

and were extremely similar in color to the Albany Shp. WhUe almost 

impossible to distinguish between these different shps, they were grouped 

under the title Albany Type shp glazes for identification (Greer, 1981). 

Bristol glazes were of a hghter color and consisted primarUy of tans 

and grays (Cameron, 1986). The glaze was developed in Bristol, England 

and became popular in the 19th century (Hamer and Hamer, 1993). Bristol 

glazes were introduced into the eastern United States in the 1880s and into 

the rural and southern areas by the early 1890s. Bristol glazes were 

popular for decorating two-toned bottles, jugs, and nuxing bowls. By the 

early 1920s, Bristol glazes almost always were used alone on both the 

interior and exterior surfaces (Greer, 1981). Sometimes containers were 
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decorated with cobalt blue bands, sponged or spattered designs, stencUed 

patterns, or decalcomania decorations (Greer, 1981; Lebo, 1988). 

Local shps were identified by thefr color and consisted of greenish-

yeUows, browns, and reds. GeneraUy, vessels glazed inside and out with 

shp or a natural clay glaze most commonly were produced after 1875 (Greer, 

1981). One of the major examples of local shps used for stoneware was 

found in Bexar County, Texas and was used by a famUy of German potters. 

The shp produced colors ranging from a hght greenish yeUow through 

greens, golds, and speckled browns. The differing colors were produced by 

the amount of iron in the clay (Greer, 1981). Other sources of clay used for 

shps came from other areas of Texas and usuaUy were located close to the 

potters workplace. 

Salt glaze also is used on stoneware ceramics and is produced by the 

introduction of sodium chloride (table salt) into the kUn at the height of 

firing when the surface of the ceramic vessels are beginning to "melt" 

(Greer, 1981). The sodium chloride vaporizes leaving a glaze on the surface 

of the stoneware. Vessels with salt glaze tend to have an "orange peel" look 

to them and can be recognized when a sherd is turned to the hght and 

examined (Hughes and Hughes, 1956; Cameron, 1986; Osgood, 1971; Martin 

and Cooper, 1983; Humphreys and Schmidt, 1976; Greer, 1981). Most salt 

glazed wares are associated with a pre-1900 date, before Bristol shp became 

more common and popular (Greer, 1981; Humphreys and Schmidt, 1976). 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS 

For the analysis of the ceramic assemblage, the different wares were 

separated and studied individuaUy to determine MNV, decoration 

techniques used within that ware type, and preferences of the inhabitants of 

the site. A total of 1,892 sherds came from the study area and consisted of 

sherds of refined earthenware, ironstone, pearlware, stoneware, creamware, 

jasperware, blue tinted ironstone, blue tinted earthenware, and porcelain 

(Table 3). The ironstone was the most abundant foUowed by stoneware and 

refined earthenware. Vessels represented within the coUection included 

plates, saucers, cups, wide mouthed containers, bottles, and jugs. These 

vessels identified the ceramic assemblage as one coming from a residential 

instead of a commercial estabhshment (Worthy, 1982). 

Ceramic Ware Types and Decorations 

Jasperware 

Five sherds, representing one vessel, were recovered from the site 

(Table 4). The sherds were smaU, measuring less than 1 cm in length. 

Each piece exhibited repousse on one side; no other distinguishing marks 

were observed. Vessel shape could not be identified. 
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Table 4. Decoration, Provenience, and MNV for jasperware, creamware, 
refined earthenware, pearlware, and earthenware. 

Ware Type*, 
Decoration 

JSW, 
repousse 

Martin's 
1 Cabin 

1 ^ 
CRW, no 1 
decoration 1 
CRW, 
unspecified 1 
colorant j 
CRW, 
repousse | 
RFE, sponged 
RFE, banded 
RFE, hand-
painted 
RFE, decal 
RFE, gUding 
RFE, transfer 
printed 
RFE, flow-
blue 

6 
12 
23 

3 
1 
2 

6 

RFE, glazed 
RFE, repousse 1 
RFE, no 
decoration 
PRL, transfer-
print 
PRL, feather-
edge 
ETH, lustre 
ETH, glazed 
ETH. shpped 

i 2 

5 

8 

3 

Provenience 
Keller's 
Store 

3 

4 
3 
1 

6 
1 

2 

1 

1 

Cellar 

1 
6 
11 

11 
6 
2 

4 

5 
9 
8 

2 

1 

1 

Area 
A 

3 

3 

2 

10 

Area 
B 

1 

6 

10 
14 

6 
1 
3 

1 

2 

8 

1 

Area 
C 

MNV 

1 1 
1 

1 1 2 

1 

1 

3 
12 
6 

7 
5 
9 

7 

5 
32 
11 

11 
7 

11 

7 

1 
1 

8 

9 

3 

1 

6 

17 

3 
1 
1 

JSW = jasperware; CRW = creamware; RFE 
pearlware; ETH= eartheware; 

refined earthenware; PRL = 
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Creamware 

Eight sherds of creamware were recovered (Table 4). A MNV of three 

vessels were identified among the sherds. Two vessels were identified from 

the sherds m Area B and one vessel in Area C. Six sherds (Area B) were 

from the same bowl and had repousse (Figure 10a). Another sherd (Area B) 

had a raised vine pattern that had been covered with a brown paint (Figure 

10b). The last sherd (Area C) had no repousse or other markings and came 

from a third vessel. 

Refined Earthenware 

Refined earthenware had the most variation in decoration techniques 

of aU the ceramic types. Decorations were composed of transfer-print, decal, 

hand-painting, repousse, glaze, flow-blue, sponged, banded, and gUding. A 

total of 229 sherds were recovered and represent a MNV of 86 (Table 4). 

Sponged-wares. Fourteen sherds representing a MNV of five 

exhibited sponged designs (Figure 11; Table 4). These sherds were 

decorated in red, blue, and a combination of blue and green. Two smaU 

bowls were sponged in blue and a smaU plate had a red decoration. Two 

other vessels were present based on the color combinations (one blue and 

one blue/green) and rim sherd shapes, but morphology coiUd not be 

determined. 
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Figure 10. Examples of creamware. (a) sherds of possible bowl with 
repousse, (b) sherd with repousse and brown coloring. 

Figure 11. Refined earthenware with sponged decorations. 
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Banded wares. Banded wares accounted for 46 of the sherds and 

represented 32 different vessels (Figure 12; Table 4). Vessel counts were 

determined based on the different colors used for decoration and the 

different numbers of bands found on individual sherds. Colors found on the 

banded wares consisted of dark brown, sea-green, ohve green, soft blue, and 

dark blue. At least five of the 32 vessels represented were cups with deeply 

undercut bottoms (Schuetz, 1969; Van Rensselaer, 1966). The other vessel 

shapes could not be determined from the sherds avaUable. 

Hand-painted wares. A total of 55 sherds had hand-painted 

decorations on their surfaces and represented a MNV of 11 (Table 4). 

Thirty-four of the sherds had painted polychrome flowers consisting of 

blues, reds, and a httle yeUow with green leaves and brown stems (Figure 

13a). These sherds represented three of the 11 vessels, although 

morphology could not be determined. One sherd exhibited a stencUed 

pattern of flowers in yeUow and pink (Figure 13b). No morphology was 

determined. Twenty-one sherds representing seven of the 11 vessels had a 

blue hne(s) around the rim edge. The vessels were aU plates with one being 

octahedral in shape and measuring 6" in diameter. The other diameters 

could not be determined because of the smaU size of the sherds. 

Decalcomania (decal) wares. Decalcomania is represented by 33 

sherds (Table 4). The MNV is 11, with three bowls and one sugar bowl or 

possibly a lamp base (Figure 14) identified. The decals are aU polychrome 
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Figure 12. Refined earthenware with banded decoration. 

Figure 13. Refined earthenware with hand-painting, (a) polychrome 
flowers, (b) polychrome stencUed pattern. 
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CM 

Figure 14. A possible refined earthenware sugar bowl with decalcomania. 
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floral designs. The majority of the rim sherds also had gUding along their 

edges. 

GUded wares. Fourteen sherds were decorated with gUding only and 

represented seven vessels (Figure 15; Table 4). Two cups and one plate 

were represented and at least four other vessel, but identification to shape 

could not be determined. Two sherds had gold flowers and leaves as part of 

the decoration, whUe the other eight sherds had gold edging around the rim. 

Transfer-printed wares. Sixteen transfer-printed sherds represented 

a MNV of 11 (Table 4). Vessel morphology could not be determined. 

Transfer-print patterns were in black, red, blue, and green (Figure 16). 

Patterns of the transfer-prints could not be identified because of their smaU 

size. 

Flow blue wares. Eighteen sherds were considered to have flow-blue 

decoration (Table 4). The MNV was seven, including one cup and one smaU 

plate (Figure 17). Pattern names and the other vessel morphologies could 

not be determined. 

Glazed wares. Four sherds of a single bowl had a sohd yeUow glaze 

covering the body (Table 4). The bowl had been molded with diagonal hues 

running from the rim to the base. The color of the bowl resembled Fiesta 

Wares (Jurney et al., 1988). However, no mark was evident that indicated 

it as such (Figure 18). 
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Figure 15. Refined earthenware with gUding. 

Figure 16. Refined earthenware with transfer printing. 
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Figure 17. Refined earthenware with flow-blue. 

Figure 18. Refined earthenware with yeUow glaze, possible Fiesta Ware. 
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Repousse (molded) wares. One almost complete saucer was recovered 

that had repousse design along the rim edge (Table 4; Figure 19). The 

pattern consisted of smaU dots and leaves. The saucer was reconstructed by 

the archaeologist after excavation. 

No decoration. Twenty-nine sherds of refined earthenware exhibited 

no decoration (Table 4). Although these sherds most hkely came from 

decorated vessels, the design area did not cover the areas of the vessels 

represented by these sherds. Therefore, MNV counts were not conducted 

with these sherds. 

Pearlware 

Forty-two sherds of pearlware represented 23 individual vessels 

(Table 4). Six vessels had transfer-print designs of monochrome flowers and 

leaves and 17 were feather-edged with cobalt blue. AU sherds represented 

flatware; however, exact shape and size could not be determined. Transfer-

print designs in blue, red, and purple were recovered (Figure 20a). No 

identification of pattern names were found. The 17 sherds with feather-

edging were aU from different flatware pieces (Figure 20b). This 

determination was based on the darkness of the cobalt blue painting, the 

sweeping brush strokes, and the individual patterns pressed into the rim of 

the sherds. 
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Figure 19. Refined earthenware saucer with repousse 
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Figure 20. Pearlware with (a) transfer-print, and (b) cobalt blue feather-
edge. 
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Earthenware 

Seven sherds exhibited luster decorations in either copper, sUver, or 

gold colors (Table 4). These sherds represented a MNV of three. The body 

of the sherds was a dark red-brown and very thin. Five of the sherds had a 

copper color on both inner and outer surfaces. One sherd had a copper color 

on the inner surface, but then a sUver color on the outer. The last sherd 

was sUver on the inner surface and had gold speckles on the outer surface. 

Shapes of vessels could not be determined as sherds were less than 1 cm in 

length. 

One sherd of earthenware was rather thick, measuring 1.5 cm. This 

sherd, found in the CeUar and representing a MNV of one, was molded. On 

the top surface was a thick green glaze (Table 4). The underneath side was 

not glazed. No identifications could be made. However, Wedgwood and 

other potters made molded leaf-pattern dessert services using a green glaze 

(Gooden, 1963). This sherd may be from one of these types of services. 

Ten sherds from a possible mUk bowl (Osgood, 1971) were recovered 

in Area A (Table 4), representing a MNV of one. The inner surface was 

covered with a deep brown-colored shp, probably an Albany type; no shp had 

been appUed to the outer surface. The body of these sherds were extremely 

porous and flaking. A simUar sherd was found on the surface during survey 

and had the first three numbers of a date, 188?, impressed into the rim. 
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The last number was not impressed deep enough to be read. It seems likely 

that these sherds were from the same vessel. 

Porcelain 

Porcelain was represented by 173 sherds and a MNV of 24 (Table 5). 

Decoration techniques consisted of decal, gUding, enamel, and hand-

painting, or a combination of two or more. A large percentage of the 

porcelain sherds (52.6%) were undecorated (Table 5). These sherds may 

have come from vessels that had not been decorated or they represented 

part of other vessels that were without embeUishments. These sherds, 

therefore, were not used to determine MNV. 

Table 5. Decoration, Provenience, and MNV of Porcelain sherds. 

Provenience 
Types 

Decal 
Decal, 

Gilding 
Decal, Hand-

painted 
Gilding 

Martin's 
Cabin 

1 1 
2 

1 

2 
Enamel 1 
Hand-

painted 1 
Repousse 
Transfer-
printed J 

Undecorated 
Totals 

1 

12 
18 

Keller's 
Store 

1 

1 
2 

Cellar 

7 
22 

19 

1 

4 

12 
65 

Area 
A 

4 
4 

Area 
B 
5 
1 

1 

1 

28 
36 

Area 
c 
6 
4 

MNV 

5 
9 

1 

5 
1 
1 

5 
1 

1 1 

1 ^ 
1 

30 
47 1 24 
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The most common decoration technique found on the porcelain sherds 

was decalcomania, with three different patterns being represented. The 

first pattern was of smaU pink roses and blue flowers on a black band, along 

the top edge of the rim was gold gUding (Figure 21a). The rim edge also had 

gUding. This pattern was represented by one tea cup and one saucer. The 

second pattern was a more intricate polychrome floral pattern incorporating 

colors such as black, green, yeUow, blue, and pink (Figure 21b). This 

pattern was found on sherds representing at least six saucers and one tea 

cup. The third decal pattern was pink roses on a black band and was 

represented by three sherds of individual tea cups (Figure 21c). 

At least 14 more vessels were present in the porcelain sherds and 

included one tea cup, one straight-sided cup, five saucers, and one smaU hd. 

The tea cup was represented by a base and plain side waUs and rim. The 

straight-sided cup had a decal of smaU pink flowers and green leaves. Four 

of the saucers had gUding but no other decoration. The last saucer sherd 

had repousse on the inside of a floral and leaf pattern. Pattern name could 

not be identified as not enough of the design was intact. The smaU Ud had a 

domed shape and a blue decal design across the top. 

The other six vessel morphologies represented could not be 

determined with the sherds avaUable. One of these vessels was represented 

by a sherd with a decal outline of leaves that then was fiUed in with hand-

painting in both green and black. 
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Figure 21. Porcelain with decalcomania. (a) pink roses with blue flowers, 
(b) polychrome floral with black, green yeUow, blue and pink, 
and (c) pink roses on black band. 
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Another sherd had at least a 7 mm gold stripe along the rim edge. Another 

vessel was represented by a sherd that was covered in what appeared to be 

a dark green glaze or possibly an enamel. The sherd was extremely smaU (3 

mm). A second sherd with transfer-printing had a blue leaf pattern over-

the-glaze. The transfer-print was beginning to wear off. One sherd was 

hand-painted and had a straight black hne painted with an grey "X" over 

the top. The last sherd had gUding only on the edge. 

Of the three handles recovered, two had gUding running lengthwise 

down the center, whUe the third was undecorated. These handles probably 

came from tea cups, based on their dehcate appearance. However, they did 

not conjoin with any of the appropriate sherds. These handles were not 

used in the MNV count because they probably came from tea cups already 

represented by rim sherds. 

Ironstone 

Ironstone represented the largest group of sherds recovered at 

Hedwig's HUl, numbering a total of 1016 sherds. The MNV was 203 and 

consisted of pitchers, flatware, bowls, and cups. Decoration techniques 

found within the ironstone consisted of decal, gUding, repousse, and possibly 

a shp. The majority of the sherds (98.2%) were undecorated (Table 6). 

Because the greatest majority of the sherds were undecorated, the MNV 
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was based not only on the sherds with decoration, but also on the different 

rim shapes that were found among the undecorated sherds. 

Table 6. Decoration, Provenience, and MNV of Ironstone sherds. 

Provenience 
Types 

Decal 

Martin's 
Cabin 

Gilding 1 
Slip 

Repousse 
Undecorated 

Totals 

1 
37 
38 

Keller's 
Store 

27 
27 

Cellar 

10 
2 
1 

52 
65 

Area 
A 

48 
48 

Area 
B 

1 

2 
333 
336 

Area 
c 
1 

2 
499 
502 

MNV 

1 
2 
1 
4 

195 
203 

Thirty-five of the ironstone vessels could be identified aa to shape 

and/or size. Ironstone sherds representing at least 11 bowls were recovered 

at the site. One of the sherds had gUding along the top edge. The exact size 

of the bowls could not be determined. Two tea cups were present, one of 

which had gUding along the rim. Three fragments of a possible pitcher were 

identified by their curved body shape. Two fragments of a possible mug had 

a dark blue shp (Figure 22). Size of the mug could not be determined. A 

single handle of a possible covered dish and 19 plates of various sizes were 

recovered. Twelve of the plates were smaU in size, probably 6 or 7 inches in 

diameter, and exhibited no decorations. One plate of indeterminate size had 

a polychrome floral decal on the inner surface. Another smaU plate of 

approximately the same size had gUding along the rim edge. Two plates 
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Figure 22. Possible ironstone mug with blue shp. 
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had repousse of dots and short lines around the border; diameter could not 

be determined. Of the 9" plates, one had gUding along the rim edge and the 

other two were undecorated. The remaining 169 vessels could not be 

identified as to shape or size but were based on the appearance of rim 

sherds. None of these vessels exhibited any sort of decoration. 

Blue-tinted Earthenware 

A total of 99 sherds represented a MNV of 18. None of the sherds 

exhibited any decoration except for their outer clear glaze. Thirteen of the 

sherds conjoined forming the base and most of the side waUs of a bowl. No 

other morphologies could be determined. 

Blue-tinted Ironstone 

Blue-tinted ironstone sherds totaled 20 and represented a MNV of 4. 

One smaU bowl or possibly a cup was identified. The other vessels could not 

be determined. No decoration except the clear glaze was exhibited on these 

sherds. 

Stoneware 

Identification of the different t5T)es of stoneware sherds was 

accomphshed by separating sherds not only by their decoration technique, 

but also by the combination of techniques used. Six different combinations 
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were identified within the assemblage, consisting of: (1) salt glazed exterior 

and dry interior; (2) salt glazed interior and exterior; (3) shp interior and 

salt glaze exterior; (4) clay shp interior and exterior; (5) shp interior and no 

glaze exterior; and (6) no decoration (Table 7). Ginger beer bottles were 

recognized by their two-tone coloring on the outer surface. The color 

differences were produced by dipping the upper half of the bottle in a 

ferruginous solution before the final glaze was apphed (Greer, 1981). The 

ferruginous solution contained red iron oxide to produce the reddish-brown 

portion of the bottle (Greer, 1981). These bottles were included in the shp 

exterior and interior section for descriptive purposes. 

Table 7. Decoration, Provenience, and MNV of Stoneware sherds. 

Prov< 
Types 

Salt glaze ext. 
and dry int. 

Martin's 
Cabin 

salt glaze ext. | 
and int. | 
salt glaze ext. | 
and slip int. 1 
Slip ext. and 
int. 

1 

No glaze ext. 1 
and slip int. | 
No decoration | 

Totals 1 

Keller's 
Store 

1 

2 

snience 
Cellar 

2 

65 

3 

I 

3 1 70 

Area 
A 

1 

49 

3 

1 

3 
57 

Area 
B 

21 

20 

3 

44 

Area 
c 
3 

8 

49 

37 

2 

5 
104 

MNV 

1 

4 

19 

24 

9 

3 
60 
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Salt glazed exterior and dry intennr Three sherds had a tan salt 

glaze on the outer surface and no decoration on the inner and represented 

one vessel (Table 7). The sherds were rather smaU and could not be used to 

identify vessel shape. 

Salt glazed exterior and interior. Nine sherds had this combination 

of decoration technique (Table 7) and represented a MNV of four. Vessel 

morphologies coiUd be determined. Four sherds from the same vessel had a 

grey exterior and interior. Two sherds had brown salt glaze on both sides. 

Three sherds had a brown salt glaze that was extremely pockmarked. 

Although these sherds were classified as salt glazed, they had a sUghtly 

different look to them and the resiUting pockmarks may have been caused 

by a misfire. 

Salt glazed exterior and shp glazed interior. A total of 122 sherds 

had this decoration combination and represented a MNV of 19 (Table 7). No 

vessel morphologies could be identified. However, possible vessels forms 

included churns, mixing bowls, and food storage containers. 

Twenty-one sherds with this decoration technique from Area B 

represented a minimum of three of the 19 vessels (Table 7). Seventeen 

sherds had a dark-grey to brown salt glaze on the outside with local shp on 

the interior. Four sherds had a hght grey salt glaze on the exterior with a 

hght brown local shp on the interior. 
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The one sherd from KeUer's Store (Table 7) had a hght grey salt glaze 

on the exterior surface and a hght brown local shp glaze on the interior. 

WhUe the MNV was one, vessel morphology could not be determined. 

At least five of the 19 vessels came from Area A, although shape of 

vessel coiUd not be determined. Of the 45 sherds, two had an Albany type 

shp on the interior whUe one had a alkahne local shp. Six sherds from the 

same vessel had local shp on the interior that was an ohve color. One of 

these sherds was burned. The remaining 36 sherds had a molted salt glaze 

on the outer surface of grey and yeUow. The interior surface was a hght 

brown local shp. These sherds may have come from the same vessel; 

however, none conjoined. Three conjoining sherds exhibited a grey salt 

glaze on the exterior surface and a hght brown local shp interior. The outer 

surface of each of the sherds had part of a yeUow decoration of dripped hnes. 

Area C (Table 7) had nine of the 19 vessels identified. One handle 

fragment had a grey salt glaze on the outer surface and a brown local shp 

on the inner side. The lug-type handle was attached to the shoiUder of the 

vessel in a semi-circular fashion (Greer, 1981:74). One rim and two bases 

had a grey salt glazed exterior and brown local shp interior. The thickness 

and color of the two bases was different indicating probably two separate 

vessels. Four body sherds had a grey salt glazed exterior with an ohve-

green local shp on the interior. Four body sherds had a grey-yeUow salt 
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glaze on the outside and either a very dark brown (3) or hght brown local 

shp (1) on the interior. 

Two sherds from the CeUar (Table 7) had a yeUow salt glaze on the 

exterior surface and a brown local shp on the interior. These sherds 

represented a MNV of one. No vessel morphologies could be determined. 

Shp exterior and interior. A total of 128 sherds represented a MNV 

of 24 (Table 7). At least eight ginger beer bottles were identified. Two 

bottles were in Area B, one each in KeUer's Store and Area A, and four in 

Area C. AU sherds exhibited the ferruginous color in the outer glaze 

commonly associated with ginger beer bottles. Seven of the sherds were 

neck portions, whUe one was the base and part of the side waU. 

Three of the 24 vessels were identified in Area B, not including the 

ginger beer bottles (Table 7). One sherd had a rust-brown color on the outer 

surface with a brownish-yeUow striped glaze on the interior. The exterior 

surface almost had a metaUic look to it; however, no metal was used in the 

glaze. Three simUar sherds were recovered in Area A and probably were 

from the same vessel. Seven sherds, representing one vessel, exhibited a 

Bristol glaze on the exterior surface and an Albany type shp on the interior. 

The third vessel was represented by a sherd with local brown shp exterior 

and Bristol glaze interior. 

Eight of the 23 vessels were identified in Area C, not including the 

ginger beer bottles (Table 7). One vessel was represented by a sherd that 
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had an Albany type shp and pauited-on brown stripe on the outer surface. 

Three of the eight vessels were represented by thirty sherds having an 

Albany type shp on both surfaces. The glazes ranged from a very shiny, 

deep brown to a hghter brown. The different vessels were based on body 

color, shp glaze color, and thickness of the sherds. Two sherds conjoined 

with a third from the CeUar, and probably represented a wide-mouthed 

vessel such as a churn. These sherds were not used in the MNV count for 

Area C, but were included in the MNV count for the CeUar. Three basal 

sherds with an Albany type shp on both surfaces were used to identify 

another three of the eight vessels. Each basal fragment had different shp 

color and body texture. The eighth vessel was represented by one sherd 

with a Bristol glaze on the outside surface and an Albany type shp on the 

inner surface. 

The CeUar had fovir of the 24 vessels present. Fifty-nine sherds were 

from the same vessel and had a hght cream-color Bristol glaze on the outer 

and inner surface. The vessel was a single-handled jug with rounded 

shoiUders and a smaU neck opening, represented by fragments of the neck 

and the complete base and most of the side waUs. Not aU pieces conjoined, 

so no attempt was made to reassemble the jug. The jug was probably a 2-

quart vessel. Two other sherds conjoined forming the shoulder to a large 

bowl or crock and was decorated with an Albany type shp on the bottom of 

the outer and inner surfaces, and a Bristol glaze on the top half of the 
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exterior surface. Exact shape and size could not be determined for this 

second vessel. Two sherds had a hght brown local shp on both the interior 

and exterior surfaces and represented a MNV of one with an indeterminate 

shape. The forth vessel was represented by three sherds from a possible 

ink bottle. They possessed a dark brown glaze on both surfaces and had 

very sharp shoulder corners. 

Three sherds were recovered in Area A one in the Cabin, and one hi 

KeUer's Store. These sherds had Bristol glaze on the outer surface and a 

brown local shp on the inner. They resembled sherds recovered from the 

other areas and may have been part of an already identified vessel. 

Therefore, these five sherds were not included in the MNV counts. 

No glaze exterior and shp interior. Nine sherds exhibited this 

combination and represented a MNV of nine (Table 7). AU nine sherds were 

basal fragments and exhibited no glaze on the bottom surface, but had a 

brown local shp on the inner surface. The thickness, color of the glaze, and 

color of the body varied on each. 

No decoration Eight sherds had no decoration and represented a 

MNV of 3 (Table 7). Three body sherds from Area A had no decoration on 

either of the surfaces. The body of these sherds were similar indicating that 

they likely came from the same vessel. The other two vessels were 

represented by five sherds from Area C. One of these vessels was 

represented by white-colored basal fragments. The whitish color of the 
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sherds may have been produced from intense heat during the firing process. 

The second of these vessels was represented by three sherds that had a 

yeUow body and had been fired at a higher temperature as the body was 

almost vitrified. These sherds may have come from areas of vessels without 

any decoration or they may have been fragments of unfinished vessels. No 

morphologies could be determined for any of the three vessels. 

Maker's Marks 

Maker's marks were used to identify the country of origin as weU as 

give an indication of the chronology and time period a site was inhabited 

(Worthy, 1982). The Hedwig's HiU CoUection contained 44 maker's marks 

found in the selected study areas (Table 8). These 44 marks represented 

ceramics manufactured in the United States (10), England (4), Germany (6), 

Czechoslovakia (3), and unidentified countries (21). 

Twenty-three identifiable marks provided a possible time frame for the 

use of the ceramics and occupation of the site. Fourteen of these marks could 

be identified as to exact company of manufacture (Table 8). Nine of the 14 

were from manufactures located in the United States, whUe five of the 14 

were from England. The dates associated with these marks were used in 

calculations to determine occupation and chronology of the site. Vessels 

represented by these 14 maker's marks were ironstone flatware, refined 
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earthenware saucers, and possible stoneware churns or other wide-mouthed 

vessels. 

The remaining nine of the 23 maker's marks could be identified only to 

country of origin (Table 8). AU these wares were porcelain and were from 

either Germany (6) or Czechoslovakia (3) (Table 8). Vessels represented were 

tea cups and saucers. Dates associated with these nine marks were not 

recorded as they coiUd not be determined. Likely, they were imported after 

1891 when it became mandatory for countries to place their countries' name in 

the mark for United States tariff purposes (Ormsbee, 1959). 

The other maker's marks found within the study area (21) could not be 

identified because of their fragmentary state or lack of information avaUable 

(Table 8). Many of the unidentifiable marks (15 of the 21) were part of the 

Enghsh coat of arms (i.e., hon or unicorn) (Gooden, 1964). This mark was 

used by various companies within both England and the United States 

(Gooden, 1964); therefore, positive identification could not be made to 

company or country of origin. The other six maker's marks were too 

fragmentary to recognize and were not described in detaU for this study. 
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Table 8. List of maker's marks, manufacturers, and associated dates. 

Catalog # 
TTU-A5 

2118 
2146 
3083 
726 

2136 
2140 
2141 
2357 
2364 
2929 
2930 
2931 
2932 
1575 

1864 
2100/2360 

2105 
2106 
2107 
2108 
2195 
2196 

2197 
2919 
2923 
2924 
2925 
2926 
2927 
2928 
995 

1784 
1812 

Area or 
Feature 
Area A 
Area A 
Area A 
AreaB 
AreaB 
AreaB 
AreaB 
AreaB 
AreaB 
AreaB 
AreaB 
AreaB 
Area B 
Area C 

Area C 
Area C 

Area C 
Area C 
Area C 
Area C 
Area C 
Area C 

Area C 
Area C 
Area C 
Area C 
Area C 
Area C 
Area C 
Area C 
CeUar 

CeUar 
CeUar 

Ceramic 
Type 
STN 
IRN 
IRN 
RFE 
FOR 
FOR 
IRN 
IRN 
IRN 
FOR 
FOR 
IRN 
IRN 
BTE 

STN 
RFE 

RFE 
RFE 
RFE 
IRN 
IRN 
RFE 

RFE 
IRN 
IRN 
IRN 
IRN 
BTE 
IRN 
IRN 
RFE 

RFE 
RFE 

Manufacturer or 
Country of Origin 

Suttle's KUn 
Unidentified 
Unidentified 

Charles Meigh & Son 
Germany 

Czechoslovakia 
Unidentified 
Unidentified 

William & Edward Corn 
Germany 
Germany 

Unidentified 
Unidentified 

Turner &Goddard 
(or Burgess & Goddard) 

Suttle's KUn 
National China 

Company 
Homer Laughhn 

Wheehng Pottery Co. 
Unidentified 
Unidentified 
Unidentified 

Knowles, Taylor, & 
Knowles 

Unidentified 
Unidentified 
Unidentified 
Unidentified 
Unidentified 
Unidentified 
Unidentified 
Unidentified 

Knowles, Taylor, & 
Knowles 

W. S. George 
Chester Pottery 

Year Mark 
Used 

1872 - 1910 

1859 

May 1849 

1867 - 1874 

1872 - 1910 
1899- 1911 

Sept. 1924 
1894 + 

ca. 1905 - 1929 

1900 - ca. 1920 

1930 - 1959 
1897 - 1899 
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Table 8. Continued. 

Catalog # 
TTU-A5 

1813/ 
2151/693 

1814 
1818 
1817 
1821 
1832 
1842 
1846 
2139 
2920 
624 

Area or 
Feature 

CeUar 

CeUar 
CeUar 
Cellar 
CeUar 
CeUar 
CeUar 
CeUar 
CeUar 
CeUar 

Martin's 
Cabin 

Ceramic 
Type 
RFE 

IRN 
POR 
POR 
POR 
POR 
POR 
POR 
IRN 
RFE 
RFE 

Manufacturer or 
Country of Origin 

Unidentified 

Johnson Brothers 
Unidentified 

Czechoslovakia 
Czechoslovakia 

Germany 
Germany 
Germany 

Wick China Company 
Unidentified 
Unidentified 

Year Mark 
Used 

1913+ 

1889 - ? 

Description of Maker's Marks 

Two different marks from Knowles, Taylor and Knowles, East 

Liverpool, Ohio were recovered. The company was estabhshed in 1870 and 

continued production untU 1929 (Gates and Ormerod, 1982; Cameron, 

1986). The first mark (TTU-A5-995, CeUar) had a circle with an eagle in 

the center and a crown on top. Around the circle was printed 

"SEMIVITREOUS PORCELAIN" and then underneath was printed "K. T. 

& K CO 2110" (Figure 23a). This mark was found on a refined earthenware 

saucer with repousse and was used on dinner wares and sanitary wares 

from 1900 to ca. 1920 (Gates and Ormerod, 1982). The second mark (TTU-
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Figure 23. Maker's marks recovered, (a), (b) Knowles, Taylor, & Knowles, 
(c) W. E. Corn, (d) National China Company, (e) Homer 
Laughhn. 
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Figure 24. Maker's marks recovered, (a) Suttle's KUn, (b) Charles Meigh & 
Son, (c) Johnson Brothers, (d) W. S. George Pottery. 
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Figure 25. Maker's marks recovered, (a) Chester Pottery Company, (b) Wick 
China Company, (c) Wheeling Pottery Company, (d) Registration 
mark, (e) Turner and Goddard Company, (f) Germany, (g) 
Czechoslovakia. 
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A5-2196, Area C) had the initials "K. T. & K." underhned, then "S V̂", 

another hne, and then the word "CHINA." The last hne said, "? C. I." 

(Figure 23b). This mark was used on semi-vitreous dinner, sanitary, and 

hotel wares, ca. 1905 to 1929 (Gates and Ormerod, 1982). 

One mark read "IRONSTONE" with "W. & E. CORN' underneath 

(TTU-A5-2364, Area B; Figure 23c). This mark belonged to WUham and 

Edward Corn of England, Top Bridge Works, Longport, Staffordshire. The 

company produced ceramics from 1864 untU 1904. According to Gooden 

(1964), the company did not tend to mark pre-1900 ceramics, but did mark 

pottery produced between 1900 and 1904. 

The National China Company, East Liverpool, Ohio was in operation 

from 1899-1929. The company primarUy produced ironstone, semi-porcelain 

dinner and toUet wares, as weU as specialty items untU 1903. The maker's 

mark is a green transfer print in a circle with an eagle sitting on a shield. 

Around the edge of the cu-cle is written "WESTERN GEM NATIONAL 

CHINA COMPANY." Two fragments of the mark were found and conjoined 

(TTU-A5-2360 and TTU-A5-2100, Area C; Figure 23d). This mark was used 

on semi-vitreous dinnerware between 1899 and 1911 (Gates and Ormerod, 

1982). 

The Homer Laughlin China Company, East Liverpool, Ohio, was 

estabhshed in 1877 and continues to operate today (Gates and Ormerod, 

1982; Cameron, 1986). The maker's mark had a styhzed HL and then 
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"HOMER LAUGHLIN' written underneath. Beneath the name was written 

"94L" (TTU-A5-2105, Area C; Figure 23e). According to the coding system 

used by Homer Laughlin, the date of manufacture for this ceramic was 

September 1924. The plant of production was represented by the "L" but no 

reference could be made to the exact location of the plant (Kovel and Kovel, 

1986). 

Two stoneware sherds were attributed to the Suttle's Kiln in La 

Vernia, Texas that was in operation from 1872 to 1910 by Isaac Suttle's 

(Steinferott, 1978; Schuetz, 1969). Both sherds were salt glazed on the 

exterior and shp-glazed on the interior. The first sherd had the words "I. 

SUTTLES, LA VERNIA, TEX" unpressed into the outer surface (TTU-A5-

2118, Area A; Figin-e 6). The second sherd had the letters "UTTLE" 

impressed into the rim edge (TTU-A5-1864, Area C; Figure 24a). The 

pottery was very distinctive, with a thin salt glaze used over a yeUowish 

clay body that when fired produced an ohve drab color with a pinkish body 

showing through in places where the glaze was especiaUy thin. Vessel 

morphology coiUd not be determined. 

One impressed mark was found from the Charles Meigh and Son 

Pottery, Old HaU Pottery, Hanley, Staffordshire. Charles Meigh and Son 

was in operation from 1851 tiU March 1861 and made earthenware and 

stone china (Gooden, 1964; Cameron, 1986). The mark was found on the 

underneath side of a plate rim. The mark said "ONE CHINA" across the 
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top, then "1859" m the center, and below that was impressed "C. MEIGH & 

SON" (TTU-A5-726, Area B; Figure 24b). AU the writing was enclosed 

within a cartouche shape of leaves. 

The Johnson Brothers Pottery in England speciahzed in 

earthenware, ironstone, and other white wares. The maker's mark found 

was a green transfer printed crown with "JOHNSON BROS. ENGLAND" 

printed underneath (TTU-A5-1814, CeUar; Figure 24c). This mark was 

used ca. 1913 onwards, with no ending date avaUable (Gooden, 1964). 

W. S. George Pottery from Kittanning, Pennsylvania was founded in 

1880 and in production untU 1959. It was represented on one refined 

earthenware ceramic sherd (Kovel and Kovel, 1986). The mark was a green 

transfer print and has "DERWOOD" written in a straight hne. Underneath 

was written "W. S. GEORGE" and then "295A" (TTU-A5-1784, CeUar; 

Figure 24d). This mark probably was used between 1930 and 1959 (Kovel 
4 

and Kovel, 1986). Derwood probably was a pattern or shape name. 

However, no reference coiUd be located. The mark was found on a saucer 

that had two hght blue stripes running around the edge approximately 1.5 
cm apart. 

Chester Pottery Company of Pennsylvania was estabhshed in 1894 

and continued in production untU 1899. The mark consisted of a keystone 

shape with "KEYSTONE " written across the center. Underneath the 

design were the letters "C. P. Co." (TTU-A5-1812; CeUar: Figure 25a). The 
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company probably used this mark from ca. 1897 onwards (Barber, 1976). 

No ending date was avaUable. 

The Wick China Co., Kittanning, Pennsylvania made ironstone and 

decorated ware from 1889 to the present. The mark was a circle with 

"AURORA CHINA" around the outside and "TWCCO" written in the center 

(TTU-A5-2139, CeUar; Figure 25b). The mark was used on Aurora 

fronstone (Kovel and Kovel, 1986). The other surface of the sherd had a 

polychrome decal decoration of flowers. Most of the decal had rubbed off, 

but the reflection could be seen when held up to the hght. 

One mark was associated with the Wheeling Pottery Co., Wheehng, 

West Virginia (TTU-A5-2106; Area C). The company was a combination of 

the La BeUe, Riverside, and Avon Faience potteries in Wheehng and was 

organized between 1902-1903 (Cameron, 1986). The company produced 

mainly cream-colored wares, ironstone, and semi-porcelain. One of the 

marks used was a laurel leaf with "THE WHEELING POTTERY CO." 

printed in the center. A bow tie closed the laurel leaves at the top. This 

was the mark found on the ceramic sherd from the site (Figure 25c). This 

mark was used from 1902 tUl the closure of the plant in 1907 (Cameron, 

1986; Kovel and Kovel, 1986). 

One registration mark was found but could not be identified to a 

maker (TTU-A5-2357; Area B). The mark was black transfer-printed and is 

a diamond with a capital letter R and a smaUer D in the center; each corner 
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has a coded letter. In the top corner was the letter S, to the lefi: the letter 

E, and the parcel number was 1. The day of month cannot be read (Figure 

25d). According to these letters, this particular ceramic piece was made in 

May of 1849 (Gooden, 1964). The front of the sherd had a black transfer-

print of part of a possible waterfaU. Attempts were made to identify the 

pattern, but not enough existed to make a determination. 

One sherd could not be identified to the exact manufacturer but could 

possible be from either Turner and Goddard, Co. (Gooden, 1964) or Burgess 

and Goddard (Clark, 1984; Kamm, 1951). The mark itself is an impressed 

mark, semicircular in shape with "ODDAR" across the top (TTU-A5-1575, 

Area C; Figure 25e). The rest of the mark had been broken off. 

Six porcelain vessels had a back stamp with either the word 

"GERMANY' and a number written or "MADE IN GERMANY' written in a 

circle (Figure 25f). AU back stamps were in green. No company affiliation 

could be discerned from this information. 

Three porcelain sherds had portions of a red back stamp of a crown 

on the top of a circle (Figure 25g). Written around the bottom half of the 

circle was "CELEBRATE SCANDANAVIA." Again, no company affihation 

could be determined. 
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Summary of Analysis 

A minimum of 402 vessels were represented within the CoUection 

based on the counts conducted by individual ware and decoration technique. 

The two ware types that had the most vessels represented were ironstone 

(203) and refined earthenware (185). The most popular form of vessel 

recovered were plates varying in size from 6" to 9" in diameter. Saucers 

numbered 12. Eleven were porcelain with decalcomania decoration and one 

was refined earthenware with repousse. The porcelain saucers were the 

same pattern as one of the tea cups found, thus indicating that a set had 

probably been bought instead of just individual pieces. 

Nineteen fragments of bowls were recovered, although sizes could not 

be determined. Cups were represented by 18 vessels, seven of which were 

porcelain tea cups. The other cups were either refined earthenware or 

ironstone and may have been part of another tea service. One basal 

fragment to a mug or large drinking vessel that had a blue shp was 

recovered and grouped in with the ironstone. Fragments of at least eight 

different ginger beer bottles were recovered, aU two-tone in nature. The 

sherds were from the champagne-type design with a double bead around the 

neck and rounded shoulders. The jug recovered in the CeUar was the only 

large identifiable stoneware vessel. It was a 2-quart vessel with a single 

handle and smaU opening at the top. The last two identifiable vessels were 

a possible earthenware mUk bowl and a possible ink bottle. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION OF CERAMIC ARTIFACT ANALYSIS 

The main goals of the ceramic analysis of the Hedwig's HiU CoUection 

were to determine occupant preferences for the types of ceramics used, 

estabhsh economic status for the inhabitants of the site, and estabhsh a 

chronology based on the maker's marks recovered. In order to achieve these 

goals, the ceramics were separated by ware types and decorative techniques 

to dehneate the differences between the various ceramics recovered. Each 

of these questions were addressed separately to give a better understanding 

of the ceramic assemblage as a whole. 

Preferences 

To determine the preferences of the tenants at the site, the amount of 

the various types of ceramics were examined. The ceramics at the Hedwig's 

HUl site were dominated by plain white ironstone (53.7%), with a total of 

1016 sherds, representing a minimum of 203 vessels. Most sherds were 

recovered in Area B (336), Area C (502), as these areas were likely used as 

dumping grounds for household refuse. 

The percentage of ironstone reflects ceramic assemblages from other 

historical sites dating to approximately the same time period (Fontana and 

Greenleaf, 1962; Durrenberger, 1965; Few, 1989). White uronstone became 
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popular ui the 1850s and contmued in popularity untU the late 1880s or 

1890s (Freeman, 1954; Wetherbee, 1981). Ironstone was relatively 

inexpensive compared to the higher priced porcelain and was extremely 

durable. It was also considered appropriate for use by famihes of the 

highest ranks (Blacker, 1924). Therefore, large quantities of the ware were 

exported by the Enghsh potteries to North America for use by the United 

States Army, hotels, and families (Fontana and Greenleaf, 1962). Because 

of the durabUity (could withstand the rigors of overland hauhng) and the 

"status" that the ware imphed, ironstone was used extensively in rural 

areas after 1850. Sites dating from this time period have a higher 

percentage of ironstone than other ware types (Few, 1989). 

The Hedwig's HUl site was located approximately 9 mUes south of 

Fort Mason in a rural area. Martin himself was a trader traveling back and 

forth from Fort Mason to San Antonio and other cities lying to the south. 

He was probably able to bring ceramics from the city into Hedwig's HiU, 

both for his famUy's needs as weU as for supplying the adjacent store. This 

store later was run by the KeUer family and probably continued to seU 

needed items such as the ceramics. Ironstone would have been the ideal 

ceramic to be used at Hedwig's HiU because of its durabiUty and abihty to 

withstand traveling. It is not surprising, then, that the largest percentage 

of ceramic sherds are ironstone. 
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The second most common ceramic type was stoneware (14.8%), with 

279 sherds representing a minimum of 60 vessels. These utihtarian vessels 

probably were used mainly for storage of food, such as the jug sherds or the 

ginger beer bottle fragments recovered. Other vessels hkely represented 

but not necessarUy identified were churns, bowls, crocks, and other storage 

containers. Because of the weight and size of most stoneware vessels, 

immigrants into Texas and other frontier areas did not bring such vessels 

with them. Instead, they rehed on local potters to produce and seU needed 

items (Lebo, 1988; Greer, 1981). The ginger beer bottles were imported 

from Germany and England between 1860s and 1880s and were not made 

locaUy (Schuetz, 1969). 

Stoneware in Texas was made in several areas including 

northeastern counties, especiaUy Denton, and in central or southern 

counties, especiaUy Bexar, and WUson County (the latter two near San 

Antonio). Stoneware vessels generaUy were sold by the potters themselves 

and were kept within a ca. 100 mUe range of their kUns (Greer, 1981). The 

two sherds from Suttle's KUn fit within this regional seUing pattern. La 

Vernia, Texas is just outside of San Antonio in WUson County. Based on 

the date of manufacture (1872-1910), they likely were selhng wares with the 

KeUers. The other vessels coiUd not be identified as to region of 

manufacture, but likely they came from potteries surrounding the San 

Antonio area. 
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A larger than expected amount of porcelain was recovered at the site. 

Many of the sherds had simUar patterns, indicating that sets of porcelain 

teas wares likely were bought verses single cups or saucers. Most of the 

porcelain was marked with the "Made in Germany" stamp or "Germany 85" 

stamp of the base. These appeared to be 20th century items although 

definite identification could not be made. The amount of porcelain indicated 

that a woman was present at the site as these types of wares are used for 

more formal or entertainment dinners (Klein, 1991). This inference fits into 

the known history of the site as aU occupants were famihes. 

The feather-edged plates, aU being pearlware, likely dated to the 

earher occupation of the site. Blue-edged plates such as these were 

marketed in North America untU the 1860s and were produced by many 

potters and in a large variety of molded rim patterns (MiUer, 1974). AU of 

the rim sherds (17) were from different plates based on the style and 

painting of the cobalt blue edges. These differences indicated that the 

plates likely were bought individuaUy as replacements for others that were 

broken, verses buying them as a set. This trend fits other consumer 

patterns of the 19th century (MiUer, 1974). Local merchants would buy 

whatever feather-edged plates were avaUable, resulting in plates from one 

season not matching those of the next. Therefore, it was almost impossible 

for a consumer to purchase identical plates each year, relying instead on a 

replacement pattern (MiUer, 1974). 
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The other decorated wares (banded, transfer-print, flow blue, and 

decal) aU fit the pattern of individual buying verses set purchases. This 

determmation is based on the lack of matching patterns found withm the 

CoUection instead of simUar patterns as seen in the porcelain sherds. 

Sociopconnmip. stfltiift 

An attempt was made to use CC index values to calculate average 

values for the ceramic assemblage recovered at the Hedwig's HUl site. 

However, only 17 feather-edged plates coiUd be used in the calculations. 

The other decorated vessels that were recognized could not be used because 

the size of the vessels were not known. This information usuaUy needs to 

be known for the calculations to work. Although the size of the 17 feather-

edged plates was not known, they could be used because the index values 

assigned (1858) to the 10", 8", and 7" plates were the same (MUler, 1980:26). 

Therefore, exact size of plate was not imperative. The ironstone was 

examined to determine if CC index values could be used for calculations 

based on these vessels. 

The ceramic assemblage at Hedwig's HiU contained more ironstone 

vessels (203) than any other. Of these 203 vessels, 34 were identified to 

either a bowl, plate, pitcher, or cup, with 15 plates being identified as to 

size. Of the 15 identifiable plates, one had gUding whUe the rest were plain. 

Of the remaining vessels (19), seven had decorations (decal, repousse, shp, 
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or gUding), although size could not be determined. Calculations were 

conducted using the two undecorated 9" plates, the 12 undecorated plates 

that were approximately T hi diameter, and the 17 feather edged plates. 

The index values for 1858 were used in the calculations (MiUer, 1980:26). 

This year was used because it was within the time period of the known site 

occupation (1855-1930). As no values were given for plain u-onstone 9" 

plates, the values assigned to the 8" plates were used instead. An average 

index value of 1.32 was calculated for the cost of ironstone above CC wares 

(Table 9). 

Table 9. Calculation of Average Value for Ironstone and 
Pearlware plates. 

Vessel Form 

8" plate 
(undecorated) 

7" plate 
(undecorated) 
feather-edged 
plates (blue) 

Totals 

Average Value 

Index value 
(1858) 

1.80 

1.78 

1.00 

40.96/31 

X 

X 

X 

= 

Number 
recovered 

2 

12 

17 

31 

1.32 

Product 

3.60 

21.36 

17.00 

40.96 

This calculation indicated that the average expenditure on plates for 

the CoUection was about 1 1/3 times as expensive as the cost of plain CC 

plates. Therefore, the occupants were able to spend a considerable amount 
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was of money on ceramics. What this scahng did not show, however, 

whether these vessels actuaUy were used by the occupants of the site or 

may have been m the store for sale. Vessels may have been broken whUe on 

the shelves for retaU and discarded along with the regular household refuse. 

Because no separation could be made between the two possibihties, caution 

must be taken when reviewing the cost index for the site. 

Chronology 

Chronology usuaUy is based on dates associated with a variety of 

different materials (i.e., glass, ceramics, metal) and calciUated as averages 

or means. Because only the ceramic vessels were used, an attempt has been 

made to calculate an approximate date of occupation based on the avaUable 

maker's marks. In order to calculate this date, a modification of South's 

(1972) Mean Ceramic Date Formula is used, where averages are taken of 

known date ranges for 14 of the identifiable maker's marks (Table 5). For 

those marks not having an associated ending date (because the 

manufacturer is stUl in business or the mark could not be documented fuUy) 

an arbitrary date was assigned as the last possible date the ceramic was 

produced. This date was based on the last known date for the site (1930). 
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Table 10. Date ranges used in calculating average site date. 

Area of Feature 
Area A 
A r e a B 
A r e a B 
Area C 

Area C 
Area C 
Area C 
Area C 
Area C 

CeUar 

Manufacturer 
Suttle's KUn 
Charles Meigh & Son 
Unidentified 
Turner & Goddard (or 
Burgess & Goddard) 
Wheehng Pottery Co. 
Homer Laughhn 
Suttle's KUn 
National China Co. 
Knowles, Taylor, & 
Knowles 
Knowles, Taylor, & 
Knowles 

Date range 
1872 - 1910 
1859 
1849 
1867-1874 

1894 - 1930^ 
1924 
1872 - 1910 
1899 - 1911 
ca. 1905 - 1929 

1900 - ca. 1920 

CeUar W. S. George 1930 - 1959 
CeUar Chester Pottery 1897 - 1899 
CeUar Johnson Brothers 1913 - 1930* 
CeUar Wick China Company 1889 - 1930* 

arbitrarUy assigned ending dates. 

The formula used to calculate the average date of habitation was 

simple. Based on the date ranges associated with the maker's marks, 

calculations were made using the initial and terminal dates of manufacture 

(Table 10). Therefore, the initial dates of aU ceramic marks were added 

together and divided by the total number of dates used to give an average of 

1890.7. Next the terminal dates were added together and also divided by 

the total number of dates used, yielding a date of 1909. These two dates 

then were added together and divided by two, producing an average date of 

occupation at 1899.8. This date seemed a httle late in time for the overaU 

site, thus, a second calculation was conducted. 
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The second calculation was determined by provenience. Average 

dates were calculated for individual marks within each Area or Feature 

usuig the mitial and terminal dates. The averaged dates were added 

together and divided by the total number of ceramic dates used. This 

calculation produced an average date for each of the Areas or Features. 

Next, the four dates were added together and divided by four to give an 

approximate date for the site as a whole (Table 11). 

Table 11. CalciUations for average site date. 

Provenience & 
Date Range 
Area A 

1872 - 1910 
Area B 

1859 
1849 

Area C 
1867 - 1874 
1872 - 1910 
1899- 1911 
1905 - 1929 
1894 - 1930* 
1924 

CeUar 
1900 - 1920 
1930 - 1959 
1897 - 1899 
1913 - 1930* 
1889 - 1930* 

Average date for 
Area/Feature 

1891 

1854 

1903.25 

1916.5 

Average Site 
Date 

1891.2 

* arbitrarUy assigned dates. 
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Based on the final calculations for the average date of the site, the 

average date of occupation was between 1899.8 and 1891.2. When the date 

of occupation was determmed for the site, based on the known historical 

accounts (1855 - 1930), an average date of occupation was calculated to be 

1892.5. This date is relatively close to the date calculated by the latter 

formula. 

A considerable amount of time lag is associated with ceramics 

because of their constant reuse (Adams and Gaw, 1977; Worthy, 1982), the 

dates calciUated above cannot be viewed as the absolute dates of the site. 

Adams and Gaw (1977) have done a study on the calculation of site dates 

based on time lag of both glass and ceramic artifacts. They compare the 

dates received from both types of materials to determine the approximate 

time between manufacture of an artifact and its disposal. Worthy (1982) 

has done simUar intersite comparisons to determine time lag of different 

materials at specific sites. Both have determined that time lag differs 

depending on the type of material being discarded. Thus, aU material types 

should be studied and calculations performed in order to achieve a more 

accurate date of occupation. If Hedwig's HUl is studied further in the 

future, a simUar comparison should be conducted to determine if dates 

associated with glass (or other material) and ceramic artifacts are giving a 

different averaged time period for the occupation of the site. 
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Once the mean site date was determined, data were examined to see 

if specific dumpmg periods could be determined based on the calculated 

mean dates for the different Features and Areas. Both Area A and Area B 

had a calculated date that feU within the range of when the German 

immigrants were hvuig at the site (Table 11). These Areas probably were 

used by the German famUies as their trash pits whUe hving at the site. 

On the other hand. Area C and the CeUar were averaged to a much 

later date and may have been used by the later occupants of the site (Table 

11). The ceramics recovered in the CeUar were dominated by porcelain (65). 

AU marked porcelain sherds recovered had green back stamps that said 

"Made in Germany" or "Germany 85" on the bases. Although these sherds 

could not be associated with a company, these sherds probably date post-

1891 when aU imports had to be stamped with the country of origin 

(Ormsbee, 1959). By the time these cups and saucers made it inland to a 

relatively remote area of Central Texas, at least a year would have passed. 

Therefore, the earhest date for the porcelain to be at the site would be 1892. 

This proposed date was at the very end of the time that John KeUer Jr. was 

hving at the cabin, but hkely they are associated with the Doyal famUy or 

Ike Henry. As the sherds were found within the CeUar fiU, they likely were 

deposited here after the CeUar was no longer in use. The CeUar had been 

buUt by the KeUer famUy and likely used whUe they were hving at the 

cabin. FUhng it with trash would have occurred after their use and 
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occupancy. Thus, the porcelain probably was left by the later inhabitants of 

the house (i.e., Doyal famUy). 

Dates for historic sites that are based solely on the use of ceramic 

products must be viewed cautiously because of factors influencing 

deposition of such wares (Adams and Gaw, 1977; Worthy, 1982). Because 

ceramics are used over and over, a considerable amount of time lag can 

occur between when ceramics were manufactured and when deposition 

actuaUy took place. For this reason, dates from ceramic vessels (based on 

maker's marks) that have come from an unstratified and poorly excavated 

site should be used to indicate that deposition could not have been prior to 

the beginning manufacture date of the earhest vessel and wiU be after the 

beginning date of the most recent mark. Other calculations should be 

conducted to help confirm or deny the dates generated through calculations 

based on maker's marks. 

Summary 

The analysis of the Hedwig's HUl CoUection concluded that the main 

preference of the occupants was ironstone, foUowed by stoneware. The 

porcelain vessels that were bought and used at the site hkely were because 

of the influence of a women. These wares probably were bought in sets 

instead of as individual pieces. On the other hand, the decorated refined 

earthenwares and pearlwares were bought as replacement pieces and not as 
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sets. Because of the rural setting and tune period associated with the main 

occupation of the site (1855-1930), these ware types and purchasing 

practices fit the pattern of a typical rural ranch. 

The calculated date of occupation for the site based on the 14 maker's 

marks indicates an average site occupation of either 1891.2 or 1899.8 

depending on the formula used. However, further data needs to be coUected 

on other artifact materials at the site for deposition and time lag studies to 

be used to confirm or deny the calculated dates. Dumping areas used by the 

different famUies based on maker's marks indicate that Area A and Area B 

were used by the German famUies, whUe the CeUar and Area C were used 

later. AdditionaUy, the feather-edged pearlware plates are assumed to 

belong probably to the German immigrants. Pearlware plates such as these 

were imported untU the late 1860s and were very popular. The most 

pearlware sherds (14) were associated with Area A and B, both dating to the 

German time period. On the other hand. Area C and the CeUar, both 

associated with the later occupants of the ranch (the Doyal famUy, Ike 

Henry) had only four pearlware feather-edged sherds recovered. 

Calculations for economic status using MUler's (1980) CC index 

values was based on a hmited number of vessels (31) compared to the 

known MNV of the site (403). Only two types of vessels were used (feather-

edged and ironstone) and, thus, did not represent the fuU nature of the 

ceramic assemblage. However, based on the amount of ironstone and that it 
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was more expensive than other ware types, the famUies hving at the site 

probably were weU-off for the time period. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY 

A coUections management plan facUitates the care of a coUection by 

outhning the necessary steps needed to take control of that coUection and 

ensuring those steps are implemented in a logical order. Once a coUection is 

placed under a weU-developed plan, most artifacts can be preserved and 

made more accessible for research, education, and programs. 

The coUection management plan devised for the Hedwig's HUl 

CoUection covered aU pertinent areas of care and helped bring the 

CoUection back into a manageable condition. The documentation associated 

with the CoUection was organized and rehoused to ensure longevity, whUe 

the cultural material was inventoried, stabUized, and housed in a more 

appropriate manner to aUow in perpetuity care. The ceramic assemblage 

was cataloged, numbered, and rehoused within archivaUy-safe metal 

cabinets for easier access. These tasks took a total of 905 hours, illustrating 

the immense amount of time and energy that must be invested in order to 

take control of a coUection. 

Once control of the CoUection was achieved, examination of the 

ceramic artifacts was undertaken. This analysis was used to examine the 

preferences, socioeconomic status, and chronology of the site. Results of the 

analysis concluded that the occupants of Hedwig's HUl were weU-off for 
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their time period. They were able to buy the more expensive ceramics 

(ironstone and porcelain) for their everyday needs. The chronology of the 

site was based on the average associated dates for the maker's marks and 

coincided with the known historical average of the site. FinaUy, the ceramic 

preferences of the occupants indicated that ironstone mainly was used 

because of its durabUity. Ironstone could withstand the rigors of rural life 

in Central Texas. 

The information gleaned from the artifact analysis demonstrates that 

materials with httle provenience stiU hold important information for 

research purposes and understanding the occupation of a site. By bringing 

the CoUection under control through a weU-devised coUection management 

plan, the artifacts and their information now are ready for other 

researchers and interested parties. 
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CATALOGING POTTERY 

These directions are for use in identifying and cataloging o n l y those 
pottery and ceramic artifacts associated with tableware and utihtarian 
household vessels. Examples of such artifacts include bowls, plates, crocks, 
and cooking vessels. 

Enter under ARTIFACT category: 
A distinction has been made between aboriginal and European or American 
ceramics to help in identification during museum procedures, i.e., 
inventory, research. 

P o t s h e r d ( P S H ) (aboriginal) C e r a m i c S h e r d ( C E R ) (Anglo-American) 
Pottery Vessel (POT) (aboriginal) Ceramic Vessel (CEV) (Anglo-American) 

Enter under MATERIAL category; 
Clay has been used for the materials type since aU ceramics and pottery are 
made of a combination of materials that make up clay. 

Clay (CLY) 

However, temper may be added to the clay mixture to help in the firing 
process. If the temper is known, this also is added to the materials 
category. Examples of temper include: 

SheU (UWS) Bone (BON) Grass (GRS) Grog (GRG) 

Enter under MORPHOLOGY category: 
These are examples of possible morphologies associated with pottery and 
ceramics. 

Bottle (B0L) Flatware (FLT) Saucer (SAC) 
Bowl (B0L) Jar (JAR) Pitcher (PiT) 
Cup (CUP) Jug (JUG) Mug (MUG) 
Crock (CRK) Plate (PAT) 

Base (BSE) Neck (NEC) 
Body (BDY) Rim (RiM) 
Handle (HAN) Shoulder (SH0) 
Lid (LiD) 

e.g., base of a plate is PAT, BSE; handle of cup is CUP, HAN 
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Enter under TECHNIQUE category: 
(corresponding to the manufacturing technique of the vessels or sherds.) 

CoUed (COL) Thrown/wheel (THR) 
Hand-molded (HDM) Pressed (PRD) 

Enter under FINISHING TECHNIQUE (handwritten at the bottom 
of the page) category: 
(corresponding to the kind of exterior or interior surface decoration) 
If a sherd or vessel exhibits two or more of these finishing techniques, hst 
aU kinds in a row on this hne. Write the exterior surface decoration first, 
foUowed by the interior decorations, e.g., STG, SLP (salt-glaze exterior, shp 
interior) 

1. Banded (BND) - a decoration of bands around the vessel surface, 
generaUy on the outside. Many times bands are "raised" above the 
surface and can be felt. 

2. Burnished (BSH) - surface created by smoothing or pohshing the 
leather-hard surface of the vessel with a hard, smooth instrument before 
vessel is fired. 

3. Decalcomania (or decal) (DEC) - design-bearing sheet used in 
decoration. Sheet is first apphed to a piece of ware. Paper is then 
removed resulting in the transfer of the decoration to the ware. Firing 
makes it permanent. A characteristic of this decoration technique is its 
peehng or rubbing off of the surface. 

4. Repousse/molding (MOD) - a raised or molded decoration produced 
either in the mold or formed separately and apphed before firing. 

5. Excised (EIXC) - freehand decoration in which clay is removed. 

6. Incised (iNC) - fireehand decoration in which clay is redistributed, but 
not removed. 

7. Feather edged (FTH) - scaUoped or sUghtly patterned edge, usuaUy of a 
plate. Can also be painted in sweeping motion to high-hght the pattern. 
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8. Flow Blue (FLB) - blue patterning on ceramics that has "run" outside 
the pattern hnes to create a softer effect. Can be either a dense flow 
beyond the pomt of pattern recognition or shghtly less "run" so the 
pattern hnes can stiU be seen. 

9. GUding (GUD) - generaUy a gold hne painted on the edge of a ceramic 
vessel. Usually is either hand painted or a decal. Sometimes can be 
other colors, e.g., blue or sUver. 

10. Glazed (GLZ) - a glass covering that has been baked until the coating is 
hard and permanent. 

11. Hand Painted (HDP) - decoration that has been apphed to the surface 
by hand. Can usuaUy teU by the raised appearance of the paint under 
the clear glaze and the brush strokes. 

12. Impressed / Stamped (IMP) - mechanical method by which a variety of 
textures and patterns can be produced that generaUy exhibit a lack of 
continuity between successive impressions. 

13. Incised (iNC) - freehand decoration in which clay is redistributed, but 
not removed. 

14. Lustre (LUS) - ceramic glaze coating, metaUic in nature, that gives the 
finished piece an iridescent effect 

15. Punctated (PNC) - decoration consisting of deep impressions without 
penetration of vessel waU. 

16. Pierced (PRC) - simUar to punctated but with complete penetration of 
vessel waU. 

17. Salt glazed (STG) - during the firing process, regular table salt is 
thrown into the kUn and melts to form a glaze upon the surface of the 
wares. Has a orange-peel look to it. 

18. Scratched (SCR) - freehand decoration by cutting lines into fired clay. 

19. Sgraffito (SGR) - decorative devices have been cut or scratched through 
an overlying shp to reveal the body underneath. 
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20. Shp (SLP) - a layer of shp (clay mixed with water to a creamy 
consistency) apphed to a clay ware body for decorative effect. Can be 
apphed in lines or entire surface. Some common types are Bristol (grey) 
and Albany (red). 

21. Sponged (SGW) - also caUed spatterware. Designs are made to look hke 
a splattering of color and were apphed with a sponge. Common colors 
include reds, blues, greens and purples principaUy. 

22. Transfer Print (TPT) - designs are engraved first on a copper plate and 
then transferred to a special paper, one color at a time. Patterns then 
laid on the ware and rubbed with a soft flannel untU adheres evenly and 
firmly. 

Enter under INFORMAL GROUP DESCRIPTER category: 
These categories generaUy are used with the aboriginal pottery; however, 
they occasionally may be used with some Anglo-American ceramics. 

1. Plainware (UtUity ware) (PLW) - used with aboriginal pottery, generaUy 
no decoration of any kind. 

2. Decorated ware (DCW) - used with wares that have a decoration apphed 
to one of the surfaces but cannot be identified as to technique or definite 
type of ware. 

Enter under MODIFIER (handwritten at the bottom of the catalog 
sheet) category: 
This category is used to give a better understanding of the type of cup, 
bottle, or plate outhned in the morphology. Examples of modifiers include: 

Tea (TEA) Ginger beer (GBB) Serving (SER) 
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Enter under TYPE (Typology) category: 

This category should be used for the exact type of pottery if known. AU 
names of Native American ware types are written out in fuU, no 
abbreviations or 3 letter codes. The foUowing is a hst of common aboriginal 
pottery types found on the Southern High Plains: 

Pottery Found on Southern Plains 
El Paso Brown Chupadero Black-on-White 
Joranado Brown Rio Grande Glaze I to IV 
Ochoa Indented Perdido Plain 
Three Rivers Red-on-Terracatta Tierra Blanca 

The foUowing is a Usting of common types of ceramics found at historical 
sites relating to Anglo-American peoples. These are entered under the 
TYPE category. Three letter codes may be used. 

1. Blue-tinted Ironstone (BTi) - Sherds exhibit a semi-vitrified body and a 
definite blue coloring to the body. The color wiU look a cold blue or blue-
gray and the glaze wiU exhibit httle, if any crazing. 

2. Blue-tinted Earthenware (BTE) - refers to those wares that had a heavy 
blue tinting to the glaze and had a harder body, almost nonporous and 
semi-vitrified, than pearlware. Sherds appeared a uniform blue-grey 
color in the glaze with no indication of a blue tint to the body. 

3. Creamware (CRW) - earthenware body with a butter-colored lead glaze; 
body is very porous. Body can also be a cream color. 

4. Earthenware (ETH) - white or off-white body generaUy, but also can be 
yeUow, buff, grey, red or brown. Has a porous, highly grained body that 
is opaque. CharacteristicaUy, it has a granular texture and breaks 
irregularly. When looking at a broken edge, one can detect a distint 
boundary between the glaze and body. Earthenwares as highly 
susceptible to crazing. 

5. Ironstone (iRN) - has a white, semi-vitrified body. Can either have a 
clear glaze or a shghtly blue tinted glaze that tends to pool around base 
edges and rims. 
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6. Jasperware (JSW) - a fine-grained stoneware with metaUic oxides added 
to the clay to produce a colored body. Shades of blue, lavender, sage, 
ohve green, hlac, yeUow, or black are produced. 

7. Majohca (MA J) - Itahan or Spanish tin-glazed wares usually with 
polychrome decoration. 

8. Pearlware (PLW) - earthenware body, though more durable glaze. Has a 
hint of cobalt imparting a blue tint in glaze and body. Sometimes has a 
greenish tint to the glaze when compared to blue-tinted ironstones. 

9. Porcelain (POR) - highly vitrified, translucent ware. Hard glaze. 

10. Redware (RDW) - red-bodied pottery, can be glazed or unglazed. 
Examples include flower pots, terracotta, some brick. 

11. Refined Earthenware (RFE) - used to identify ceramics that are semi-
vitrified and a white body. No indication of any added color tint to the 
body or glaze. Used if cannot identify a sherd to one of the other 
categories. 

12. Stoneware (Crockery) (STN) - nonporous ceramic body made of 
unprocessed clays, or of clay and flux additives, fired at elevated 
temperatures. Used to identify "utUitarian" forms or styles of 
ceramics, including jugs, ginger beer bottles, and the hke. 

Enter under MANUFACTURER (hand written at the bottom of the 
page) category: 

The manufacturer of Anglo, European, or American ceramics are noted 
here, including marker's marks. Names are written out in fuU. Any 
additional information, such as dates of production, is written on the back of 
the catalog sheet. 

NOTE: Any additional information that needs to be recorded, i.e., colors 
used in the decoration or patterns present in the decorations (flowers) 
should be written in the REMARKS category or on the back of the catalog 
sheet. 
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